
1. Windows Phone 8: Application Model 

Execution Model => Fast App Resume (FAR) => Multitasking => Demo: Background location => 

Integrating with the phone => Demo: Skype => Data => Live Apps => Demo: Facebook => 

Enterprise => Demo: Company Hub  

ADDITIONAL BUT NOT COVERED IN THE SESSION: 

From Choosing the right project template for your game for Windows Phone 8 [MSDN 

Library, Oct 26, 2012] 
Windows Phone 8 applications belong to one of two categories. Managed apps are based on managed code, but you 

can also invoke native code from this application type. The other application type is referred to as a “Direct3D app”. 

You cannot invoke managed code from within a Direct3D app. In Windows Phone 8, many of the phone features are 

exposed via Windows Phone Runtime APIs, which are accessible from both native and managed code. Many 

application scenarios can be achieved with either a managed app or a Direct3D app. But even though you can 

achieve similar results, there are some big differences in the structure, implementation, and available APIs for each 

application type. It’s important that you understand these differences and choose the right model for you app 

before you start coding. 

... 

Which application model is right for your app? 

Managed – The UI framework for managed apps, including controls and page navigation, means application 

development is quicker and easier. Access to the Windows Phone Runtime library, the DrawingSurface control, 

which allows you to render graphics into a XAML page using Direct3D, and the ability to invoke native assemblies 

from managed code means that managed apps have comparable functionality and performance to native-only apps. 

There are several useful features, like Live Tiles, the Background Transfer Service, and several of the built-in 

Launchers and Choosers that can only be used in managed apps applications. Managed apps apps will also allow you 

to reuse most code from Windows Phone OS 7.1 applications. 

Direct3D - Direct3D apps are intended for apps for which the highest-possible performance is required, such as 

complex 3D games. There are no built-in controls or other user interface primitives. Pure native applications are 

easier to port to Windows 8 native applications as well as other platforms that support native code. 

For more information on creating Direct3D apps, see Direct3D app development for Windows Phone 8. 

From App activation and deactivation for Windows Phone  [MSDN Library, Oct 26, 2012] 

... On Windows Phone, only one app is running in the foreground at any given time. This is enforced to make sure 

that the app that the user is actively using has the resources necessary to provide a smooth and responsive 

experience. Because only one app runs in the foreground at a time, when the user switches away from an app, it is 

either suspended or terminated, depending on the context and the way that the user navigated away. The 

Windows Phone application model provides a set of events and related APIs that allow your app to handle activation 

and deactivation in a way that provides a consistent and intuitive user experience. ... 

2. Windows Phone 8: Native C/C++ Game Development  

From: Inside Windows Phone 42 | Sam George on Native C++ Game Development in 

Windows Phone 8 [Channel 9 [13:19] long video, Oct 31, 2012] 

Native C++ Game Development is one of the most requested features that we're delivering in Windows Phone 8, and 

in this episode of Inside Windows Phone, we asked Sam George to give us a whirlwind tour. 

Native C++ programming enables: 

 Writing of high performing games for the phone using D3D 

 Sharing of a tremendous amount of code across Windows 8 and Windows Phone 8 in game development 

 Easy porting of games from other platforms to Windows and Windows Phone using common C++ class libraries 
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 Using middleware engines such as Havok and Unity, to make it easier than ever to bring games to Windows and 

Windows Phone 

From: Havok to Showcase Full Technology Suite for Windows 8, Windows RT and 

Windows Phone 8 at Microsoft’s Build 2012 [Havok press release, Oct 30, 2012] 

Havok™, a leading provider of game development technologies, today  will showcase its complete technology suite 

across the Windows ecosystem, including Windows 8, Windows RT and Windows Phone 8, co-presenting in two 

Windows Phone 8 Gaming Overview sessions at Microsoft Build 2012, held October 30th– November 2nd on the 

Microsoft Campus in Redmond, Washington. 

“We are pleased to be one of the first technology partners to deliver a robust game engine and full suite of game 

development technologies to Windows Phone 8 developers,” said Andrew Bowell, Head of Product Management at 

Havok. “Windows Phone 8 development environment has been great to work with. With direct access to the native 

code, our engineering team was able to deliver highly optimized technologies for the hardware and we are looking 

forward to seeing some great Havok-powered games on Microsoft’s platforms.” 

Ross O’Dwyer, Head of Support at Havok, will co-present two Gaming Overview sessions during Build 2012 where he 

will provide a live demonstration of the Havok Vision Engine running on Windows Phone 8. The demonstration will 

showcase a visually stunning sample level running the latest rendering features with cutting-edge characters driven 

by Havok AI and Havok Behavior. In addition the demonstration will showcase the mobile workflow of the Havok 

Vision Engine and demonstrate how quickly game developers can iterate on content and deliver great games. The 

timing and location for these sessions are as follows: 

•    Windows Phone 8 Native C/C++ Game Development – Tuesday, October 30 from 2:15 – 3:15 PM, Magellan (215) 

•     Windows Phone 8 Native C/C++ Game Development – Thursday, November 1 from 4:15 – 5:15 PM, McKinley 

(792). A live stream of this session can be viewed at http://aka.ms/HavokAtBuild. 

“With the full support for native code, Windows Phone 8 developers can take full advantage of features like native 

Direct3D 11 support for fast graphics, high-performance code for enhanced game play experience and access to 

state of the art gaming middleware,” said Kevin Gallo, Director of Product Management, Windows Phone, Microsoft 

Corp. “We are very pleased to be working with Havok to bring new levels of cinematic and immersive games to 

Windows Phone 8.” 

Havok’s complete technology suite will be available to Windows 8, Windows RT and Windows Phone 8 developers 

later this year. For more information, visit www.havok.com/windows. 

To meet with Havok to discuss new partnerships and initiatives, send requests to info@havok.com. 

About Havok 

As a leading provider of games development technologies, Havok has over 12 years of experience servicing the most 

demanding technology requirements for leading customers in the commercial games and entertainment industry. A 

combination of superior technology and dedication to delivering industry leading support to its customers has led to 

the company’s technologies being used in over 500 of the best known and award-winning titles including Uncharted 

3, Assassin’s Creed: Revelations, The Elder Scrolls® V: Skyrim™, Uncharted: Golden Abyss™, Warhammer 40,000®: 

Space Marine®, and L.A. Noire™. 

Havok works in partnership with the world’s best known publishers, developer studios and developer teams, 

including Microsoft Games Studios®, Sony Computer Entertainment Inc., THQ®, Ubisoft®, Rockstar, EA, Bethesda ™, 

Insomniac, Relic, Bungie, Naughty Dog, and Guerrilla. Its cross-platform, professionally supported technology is 

available for the Xbox 360™ video game and entertainment system, PlayStation®3 computer entertainment system, 

PC Games for Windows, PlayStation Vita®, Wii™,  Windows Phone 8, Android™, iOS, Apple Mac OS and Linux. 

Havok’s products have also been used to drive special effects in movies such as Clash of the Titans, Watchmen, 

Quantum of Solace, Harry Potter and The Order of The Phoenix, and The Matrix. Havok has offices in Dublin, San 

Francisco, Seoul, Tokyo, Southern Germany and Montreal. Havok is an Intel® owned company. 

Full BUILD session ppt: video.ch9.ms/sessions/build/2012/3-046.pptx  
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From the session ppt: 

 

From: XAML and Direct3D apps for Windows Phone 8 [MSDN Library, Oct 26, 2012] 

This topic describes the structure of a XAML and Direct3D app, and walks through the project template that’s 

included in Windows Phone SDK 8.0. This type of app uses the DrawingSurface control which allows you to use 

Direct3D to render graphics that are displayed behind or inline with XAML controls and content. The size and layout 

of your DrawingSurface are handled just as they are with other XAML controls. 

A different app type is the Direct3D with XAML app which uses the DrawingSurfaceBackgroundGrid control. With 

that control, your graphics are displayed across the entire screen, below any other XAML elements on the page, 

including any elements in the frame. For info about choosing the control that’s right for your app, see Choosing the 

right project template for your game for Windows Phone 8. 

... 

From: Cross-platform Games & Apps SDK Marmalade Announces Support for Microsoft 

Windows Phone 8 in Q4 2012 [Marmalade press release, Oct 30, 2012] 

Marmalade (madewithmarmalade.com), the cross-platform tool that allows developers to create without 

compromise - today announced that it will support Windows Phone 8 before the end of 2012. Support for Windows 

8 will follow in early 2013, completing Marmalade’s support for the entire Windows family. 

Marmalade demonstrated today for the first time during Microsoft’s Build conference in Seattle support for 

Windows Phone 8, including how new and existing mobile apps and games can quickly and easily be brought to 

Windows Phone Store and the Windows Store using the Marmalade SDK. 

Marmalade has worked closely with Microsoft over the past months to make Windows Phone 8 support available to 

developers within the Marmalade 6.2 release, coming later this year. With this latest release, developers will be able 

to take existing apps and games built using Marmalade over to the Windows Phone 8 platform, increasing the reach 

of their apps. 
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Many indie game developers and top game studios already take advantage of Marmalade's “build once, deploy all” 

approach to achieve accelerated time to market across platforms; including iOS, Android, BlackBerry and Windows 

desktop. With upcoming support for Windows Phone 8, developers will be able to create high performance games 

and apps leveraging their C++/OpenGL ES skills, opening up new opportunities with minimum investment and 

rework thanks to Marmalade’s powerful cross-platform tools. 

JC Cimetiere, Director, Windows Phone Partner & Developer programs, Microsoft Corp., said of the release, “Games 

are a huge part of the Windows Phone 8 user experience and Microsoft aims to provide its developers with diverse 

tooling options. Cross-platform development tools, like the Marmalade SDK, help developers broaden their 

consumer reach more quickly. With Marmalade, developers will have a new option to reuse their code to quickly 

bring games to Windows Phone 8.” 

Bryan Biniak, Vice President & General Manager, Global Partner & Application Development, Nokia said: “We are 

excited to have Marmalade join the Windows Phone 8 ecosystem. The Marmalade SDK accelerates developer time 

to market and improves the business case for those who want to bring games from other platforms to Windows 

Phone 8. Nokia’s Lumia devices offer developers the power of Windows Phone 8 and the opportunity to leverage 

imaginative new capabilities. Together with Marmalade, developers can create amazing experiences that will 

become part of everyday life for consumers. 

Harvey Elliott, Managing Director and COO, Marmalade said: “A recent Vision Mobile report stated that 57% of 

mobile developers intend to target Windows Phone 8 within the next year. Being a developer-led organization, this 

innovative new platform is a top priority for us. Naturally, we’re very excited to work with Microsoft to add Windows 

Phone 8 to our comprehensive cross-platform offering before the end of this year.” 

About Marmalade 

Marmalade helps spread apps to any device. Our uniquely powerful cross-platform tools save time and effort - 

leaving developers free to create their next killer app. 

Marmalade delivers maximum performance, to empower the creation of richer apps on any device. Native (C/C++) 

or hybrid (HTML5), we have the tools to deploy to iOS, Android and BlackBerry, Windows and Mac, as well as other 

platforms including selected Smart TVs - with just one click. 

Chart-smashing mobile games rely on Marmalade, from casuals such as Cut the Rope, Plants vs Zombies and Draw 

Something to high-performance titles like Call of Duty, Need for Speed and Pro Evolution Soccer. 

Beyond games, our SDK makes it easy for developers to build rich, highly responsive apps using features such as 

location, notifications, social media links, camera functionality and more. 

Based in London, Marmalade also has a Silicon Valley office and is backed by some heavyweight strategic investors, 

including ARM Holdings, the world's leading semiconductor intellectual property supplier (LSE: ARM, NASDAQ: 

ARMH). Marmalade is a trading name of Ideaworks3D Ltd. 

DirectX on Windows Phone: 2D Game Example using DirectX Toolkit [Nokia Developer, 

Oct 31, 2012] 

This article describes how to start making 2D game applications in WP8 with native C++ and DirectX. 

From: New tools for Windows Phone 8 save developers time and money [Windows Phone 

Developer Blog, Oct 30, 2012] 

... 

Native gaming 

http://www.developer.nokia.com/Community/Wiki/DirectX_on_Windows_Phone:_2D_Game_Example_using_DirectX_Toolkit
http://blogs.windows.com/windows_phone/b/wpdev/archive/2012/10/30/new-tools-for-windows-phone-8-save-developers-time-and-money.aspx


One significant feature of the Windows Phone 8 development platform is support for the native C++ programming 

model. Native code offers a number of benefits related to code reuse, and it opens up opportunities for game 

engines, physics, animation, audio libraries, and more. The following organizations are announcing Windows Phone 

8 support: 

 Unity Technology demonstrated today on stage at //Build for the first time, the Unity tools and engine that they 

used to create a game for Windows Phone 8. Read the Unity announcement and if you’re at //Build visit Unity 

Technology on the expo floor. 

 Havok, who showed an early preview of Windows Phone support last June, is showing off its Vision Engine at 

//Build in the Gaming session (which will be live streamed). Read Havok’s announcement. //Build attendees can 

visit Havok on Windows Phone Booth. 

 Marmalade announced support for Windows Phone 8 with the Marmalade SDK. //Build attendees can visit 

Marmalade and see a demo on Windows Phone Booth. 

 Cocos2d gaming framework is coming to Windows Phone 8. See the details. 

 SharpDX, an open-source C#/Managed DirectX API for.NET, is now available for Windows Phone 8. 

 Ogre, the popular open-source 3-D graphics rendering engine, is coming to Windows Phone Check the preview. 

 FMOD Ex, the popular audio library, is coming to Windows Phone 8. 

 Autodesk Scaleform is confirmed for Windows Phone 8. 

 Audiokinetic Wwise audio pipeline solution is confirmed for Windows Phone 8. 

... 

3. Windows Phone 8: XAML Application Development 

From: Direct3D with XAML apps for Windows Phone 8 [MSDN Library, Oct 26, 2012] 

This topic describes the structure of a Direct3D with XAML app, and walks through the project template that’s 

included in Windows Phone SDK 8.0. This type of app uses the DrawingSurfaceBackgroundGrid control which allows 

you to use Direct3D to render graphics that are displayed across the entire background of your app, behind any 

XAML controls in your UI. The DrawingSurfaceBackgroundGridmust be the root element of the XAML tree and is 

always the full size of the screen. 

A different app type is the XAML and Direct3D app which uses theDrawingSurfacecontrol. That control can be any 

size and can be positioned above, below, and inline with other XAML controls. For info about choosing the control 

that’s right for your app, see Choosing the right project template for your game for Windows Phone 8. 

The Marble Maze sample that was created to illustrate game development for Windows Store apps has been ported 

to use the Direct3D with XAML project template. To download the sample, see Direct3D with XAML Marble Maze. 

... 

Windows Phone Direct3D XAML Application Introduction [Nokia Developer, Oct 30, 2012] 

This article introduces developers to the Direct3D XAML application template in Windows Phone 8. 

From: New tools for Windows Phone 8 save developers time and money [Windows Phone 

Developer Blog, Oct 30, 2012] 

... 

On the C#/XAML development side, partners and communities have been getting ready. Here are the early birds 

who are supporting Windows Phone 8: 
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 MVVM Light Toolkit gets a fresh new version that supports Windows Phone 8. Read the details on Laurent 

Bugnion’s blog. 

 Telerik today released a new version of its RadControls, with new, unique controls for Windows Phone 8.  

//Build attendees can visit Telerik on the Expo floor. 

 Infragistics now includes Windows Phone 8 support with its NetAdvantage offering. //Build attendees can visit 

Infragistics on the Expo floor 

 XAML Spy, the visual runtime inspector debugging tool from First Floor Software, adds support for Windows 

Phone 8 today. 

 Xamarin releases Xamarin.Mobile, a single API developers can use for common device services like contacts, 

camera, and geolocation, with Windows 8 and Windows Phone 8 support. //Build attendees can visit Xamarin on 

the Expo floor 

4. Windows Phone 8: In App Purchase & Developer Center 

From: In-app purchase for Windows Phone 8 [MSDN Library, Oct 26, 2012] 

Windows Phone 8 introduces in-app purchase, a new way for you to earn more money with your apps. Through in-

app purchase you can sell digital content in your app. Windows Phone 8 offers a consistent purchase experience on 

the phone, safe handling of personal information, all of which contribute to a confident purchase experience for the 

consumer. As an app developer, you have a familiar API to work with, reliable payout, in-app product management 

tools, and geo-distributed services, which all add up to being able to achieve meaningful commerce from within your 

app. The relationship can be summarized as follows: 

You provide: 

 products that can be sold in your app 

 clear and accurate product information 

 the ability to initiate a purchase from within your app, that is, a “buy button” 

 product delivery and/or enablement, also known as fulfillment 

Microsoft provides: 

 product management tools through the Windows Phone Dev Center 

 geo-distributed services 

 a purchase user experience that is consistent across all apps on the phone 

 the ability to pay you in 190 countries or regions 

 proof of purchase authenticity through secure receipts 

... 

From: Inside Windows Phone 45 | Adding In App Purchase as a ‘light up’ feature to your 

Windows Phone 7 Games [Channel 9 [24:42] long video, Oct 31, 2012] 

Windows Phone 8 adds the ability for developers to sell additional features within the context of their application, 

using 'In App Purchase.' Since Windows Phone 7 applications work on Windows Phone 8, we've also delivered the 

ability for you to add a few WP8 features to your WP7 app, which will run only when the application is run on a WP8 

device. In this talk, Saral will walk us through exactly how you would add In-App Purchase to your WP7 game, so that 

it will appear when the app is used on WP8. 
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Download the code sample for this video here. 

5. Windows Phone 8: Networking, Bluetooth, and NFC Proximity for 

Developers 

From: Communications for Windows Phone [MSDN Library, Oct 26, 2012] 

This topic introduces the ways your Windows Phone app can communicate with other apps and with remote data 

stores. Learn about sockets, Bluetooth, the Proximity API for Near Field Communications (NFC), voice over IP (VoIP), 

the Open Data Protocol (OData) client, and web services. This topic also introduces the network information and 

Data Sense APIs. 

This topic contains the following sections. 

 Sockets 

 Bluetooth 

 Proximity 

 VoIP 

 Data Sense 

 Network information 

 Web and data services 

 Related Topics 

... 

From: Bluetooth for Windows Phone 8 [MSDN Library, Oct 26, 2012] 

Bluetooth is a wireless communication technology through which devices within a 10-meter proximity can 

communicate with each other. During what is called discovery/inquiry, devices can enumerate other devices within 

range that are in a discoverable state. Devices can then query the list of services that a particular device supports 

and ultimately establish connections to those services on the device. Using this technology, devices can 

communicate without a physical connection. Wireless headsets, remote control toys, and multiplayer games are 

examples of devices and apps that use Bluetooth technology. 

Windows Phone 8 introduces API that you can use to develop apps that communicate using Bluetooth. Using these 

API, an app can connect to another app or to a device. These core scenarios open up a wide range of possibilities 

that you can use to make your app more connected. 

... 

From: Proximity for Windows Phone 8 [MSDN Library, Oct 26, 2012] 

Proximity refers to a set of classes in the Windows Runtime that support connections between devices that are 

within close range of each other. By using this API, your app can establish a connection through a tap, or by browsing 

for other devices that are running your app—peer apps—within wireless range. For example, one of these apps 

might be a multiplayer game in which two users tap their phones together to establish a shared game session. Or, an 

app might give users the ability to tap a computer and receive a link to a location where they can get more 

information or make a purchase. Windows Phone 8 supports Proximity communication using Near Field 

Communication (NFC). This topic provides an overview of the Proximity API for Windows Phone. 

...  

From: Nfc Interactor + NDEF Library for Windows Phone 8 [Nokia Developer, Oct 30, 2012] 
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As one of the world’s first Windows Phone 8 applications, Nfc Interactor is now available for download in 

theWindows Phone Store. 

This is an incredibly useful tool for developers, as it allows you to experiment with NFC on your phone, without the 

need to write your own code right away. 

... 

Windows (Phone) 8 NFC App Scenarios [Andreas Jakl, nfcinteractor.com, Technology wizard, Nokia, Nov 5, 2012] 

The three most important NFC (Near Field Communication) scenarios for Windows 8 / Windows Phone 8 app 

developers:  

... 

7. Windows Phone 8: Making Money with Your Application on Windows 

Phone 

Introducing the Nokia Premium Developer Program [Nokia Developer News, Oct 30, 2012] 

Today at the Microsoft Build conference we are announcing the Nokia Premium Developer Program, a program 

designed to make building Windows Phone apps faster, better and more affordable. 

The Nokia Premium Developer Program is a package of Windows Phone-related tools and services designed to help 

you develop great looking, high-performance apps for Nokia Lumia smartphones. For a program membership cost of 

only $99 (USD)/year, you’ll get tools and services with a suggested retail value of up to $1,500 (USD). 

The program includes: 

 1 year membership in Microsoft Windows Phone Dev Center 

 1 license for Telerik RadControls for Windows Phone 

 1 million API calls per calendar month with Buddy’s cloud API offering 

 2 Nokia tech support tickets 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6RIQdky7ct0&feature=youtu.be 

Learn more and register for the Nokia Premium Developer Program at http://developer.nokia.com/premium 

Nokia introduces Marketing in a Box (Beta) for Developers [Nokia Developer News, Oct 30, 

2012] 

We understand that for a developer, marketing an application effectively is a key to succeeding in the market. To 

help developers effectively market their apps, we have been actively working on a suite of marketing tools for your 

apps called “Marketing in a Box”. Today we are introducing Marketing in a Box beta. This suite of tools will help 

developers create winning app marketing strategies and the assets to support them. 

Marketing in a Box contains two key elements: 

 Marketing guidance — guides and videos covering the complete spectrum of app marketing (marketing 

basics, launching an app, and using digital media, among others). 

 Digital Marketing Toolkit — both existing tools, such as OMT, and new tools to create promo videos and 

various web content to support marketing activities. 

The Marketing guidance material will take developers through: 
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 Conception — what to do while their app is in planning and early development. 

 Buzz — how to build interest in the app from beta testing to launch. 

 Launch — how to effectively launch their app. 

 Community — how to build a community of users to support and spread the word about the app. 

Learn more about Marketing in a Box here > 

Introducing the Nokia Ad Exchange for in-app advertising [Nokia Developer News, Oct 30, 

2012] 

We are pleased to introduce the Nokia Ad Exchange service that helps you monetise your app by connecting it to 

over 120 ad networks worldwide. 

Nokia Ad Exchange is a private mobile advertising exchange that offers access to the top ad networks in the world. 

With one API and one partner, you’ll get access to over 120 ad agencies and networks worldwide. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z0W81hOQdK0 

Additionally Nokia Ad Exchange offers cross platform support. This means that if you are an Android, iOS, or other 

non-Nokia developer, you can still use Nokia Ad Exchange to monetise your apps. 

Nokia Ad Exchange provides: 

 Full cross-platform support (including Windows Phone, Series 40, Symbian, iOS, and Android) 

 Optimization across 120+ ad networks 

 Payment enabled in over 200 countries 

 Smart, contextual ad servicing for optimum effective cost per mile 

 Easy to implement – just one line of code 

Want to learn more? Visit https://www.developer.nokia.com/Distribute/NAX/ 

Nokia Ad Exchange, your gateway to powerful app monetisation (Featured Video) [Nokia 

Developer Community blog, Nov 5, 2012] 

Kenny Mathers, Director of Developer Programs and Monetisation at Nokia, introduces Nokia Ad Exchange (NAX). 

Kenny describes how NAX offers a really simple way for you to monetise your free apps. A single line of code adds 

ads from over 120 advertising networks to your app, ads that can be delivered in over 200 countries. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z0W81hOQdK0 

To help you make the most of NAX, Kenny explains that it includes a powerful analytics feature. With this feature 

you can see how ads are being consumed and use this information to optimise you revenue. Using NAX you can also 

run campaigns to promote your apps and reach more users. 

Read about the benefits of Nokia Ad Exchange and sign up:http://www.developer.nokia.com/NAX 

Windows Phone 8: Wallet and Deals for Developers 

From: Wallet for Windows Phone 8 [MSDN Library, Oct 26, 2012] 

Windows Phone 8 introduces the Wallet, which allows users to do the following: 

 Collect coupons, credit cards, memberships, loyalty cards, and more in one place. 

 Manage the payment instruments that they use in the app and music store. 
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 Link items in the Wallet to apps on their phone. 

 Make contactless transactions, using Near-Field Communication (NFC), in some markets. 

As a developer, you can create apps that integrate with the Wallet. Using the functionality provided through 

the Wallet APIs, you can create, read, write, and delete Wallet items from your app. Through the Windows Phone 8 

Wallet experience, you can keep items up-to-date by using agents, and interact with the user through status 

messages and custom fields. In addition, Wallet items enable users to deep link in to your app so that you can 

provide a more meaningful in-app experience. 

... 

Windows Phone 8 and Wallet [PhoneArena YouTube channel, Oct 29, 2012] 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C6VCrZqlMrQ 

We were at the Windows Phone 8 presentation by Microsoft in San Francisco and we got to check out several 

features in-depth with Microsoft. For more details, check out our web site: http://www.phonearena.com/ 

8. Windows Phone 8: HTML5/IE10 for Developers 

hardware acceleration, native touch model, great IDE + emulator 

From: Web development for Windows Phone [MSDN Library, Oct 26, 2012] 

Internet Explorer for Windows Phone is based on Internet Explorer for the desktop; however, there are differences 

that web developers should consider. This topic describes some of these differences on a high level for both 

Windows Phone OS 8.0 as it relates to Internet Explorer 10, and Windows Phone OS 7.1 as it relates to Internet 

Explorer 9. For general info about designing mobile websites, see Designing Web Sites for Phone Browsers. 

This topic contains the following sections. 

 Supported standards and technologies 

 Controlling the viewport 

 Adjusting text size using custom CSS 

 Fixed positioning 

 Unsupported plug-ins 

 Related Topics 

...  

From: New tools for Windows Phone 8 save developers time and money [Windows Phone 

Developer Blog, Oct 30, 2012] 

... 

Tools, cross-platform frameworks, HTML5, libraries, and UI 

We’re seeing growing support for Windows Phone 8 among cross-platform tools, frameworks, and libraries vendors. 

Many of them take advantage of extensive support for HTML5 in Internet Explorer 10. Here’s what’s new: 

 Adobe PhoneGap framework (aka Apache Cordova) is coming to Windows Phone 8. //Build attendees can visit 

Adobe on the Expo floor. 

 appMobi added support today for Windows Phone 8 and Windows 8. 

 Appcelerator announced its plans to deliver Titanium, its app development solution for Windows Phone 8 and 

Windows 8, in the first half of 2013. 
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 Scrirra Construct 2, an HTML5 game engine that lets you build games without writing code, now 

targetsWindows Phone 8. 

 Trigger.io’s HTML5 development framework called Forge, now targets Windows Phone 8. 

 YoYo GameMaker: Studio, an HTML5-based game development tool, is opening its Beta program for Windows 

Phone 8 soon. See the details. 

 SQLite, cross-platform, open-source database engine is now available on Windows Phone 8. 

 Sencha is announcing its Sencha Touch UI HTML5 framework, now supporting Windows Phone 8. 

 A new jQuery Mobile theme for Windows Phone 8 is available. 

 Trigger.io’s HTML5 development framework, Forge, now targetsWindows Phone 8. 

... 

jqMobi Becomes First High Performance Mobile HTML5 Framework To Support Windows 

8 and Windows Phone 8 [jqMobi press release, Nov 5, 2012] 

jqMobi (www.jqmobi.com) today released the developer preview of jqMobi version 1.2, which adds support for 

Windows 8 and Windows Phone 8.  jqMobi was the first JavaScript framework specifically designed for speed and 

continuity of user experience across mobile devices from different manufacturers. Since its introduction and open 

sourcing in January, jqMobi has been adopted by thousands of developers and powers millions of user sessions per 

day.  

In this release jqMobi adds support for Internet Explorer, making it the first time an additional mobile browser has 

been supported outside of WebKit based browsers.  All of jqMobi's core and base plugins have been extended to 

support the IE10 browser in Windows Phone 8, including fixed headers and footers, CSS3 transitions and JS-based 

scrolling. jqMobi 1.2 also adds commands to allow the developer to detect which OS it is running on and adds the 

$.os.ie prefix to support IE specific commands. 

"For HTML5 frameworks like jqMobi, the quality of the browser determines what we can deliver” said Ian Maffett, 

jqMobi lead developer. “Microsoft's IE10 browser delivers really good performance that is competitive with the best 

browsers we've seen on Android and iOS.   So that means that developers who want to take advantage of jqMobi to 

deliver iOS, Android, Windows 8 and Windows Phone 8 apps can give their users an identically fantastic experience 

across all four device platforms." 

The preview version of jqMobi 1.2 is available free as an open source project at 

https://github.com/appmobi/jq.mobi.  A demonstration video showing how to use jqMobi to create high 

performance Windows Phone 8 apps in Visual Studio is available at http://youtu.be/L_tz3juWzTk.  

About jqMobi 

jqMobi is the first JavaScript framework developed solely for use on mobile devices, and it is optimized for touch 

based interface and smaller screen sizes. It is significantly smaller and faster than other frameworks such as Sencha 

Touch and jQuery that were originally developed for desktop web. jqMobi was originally created by appMobi and 

open sourced in February 2012, and is being used in tens of thousands of mobile web apps and hybrid apps around 

the world. While most JavaScript app frameworks deliver a good user experience on iOS devices, many have 

difficulties with the highly fragmented Android platform. jqMobi offers developers a solid framework that delivers 

equivalent user experiences on iOS, Android, Windows 8 and Windows Phone 8 platforms. More information is 

available at http://www.jqmobi.com  

From: Announcing Windows Phone 8 support [The Typekit blog, Nov 1, 2012] 

On Monday, Microsoft officially announced their new Windows Phone 8 operating system for mobile devices. It 

comes with a long list of new features, but we’re most excited about the new web browser: a new mobile version of 

Internet Explorer 10 that finally brings support for web fonts and the standard WOFF font format to Windows Phone. 

Today, we’re announcing official Typekit support for Windows Phone 8 and up. 

...  
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9. Windows Phone 8: Maps, Location, and Background Execution for 

Developers 

From: A Background on Windows Phone 8's New Map Services [InfoQ, Nov 2, 2012] 

... WP8 developers can now utilize the Windows Phone Location Service API [links to “Windows Phone Runtime 

API” shown below] which is composed of two API groups. The set of first set is based on the Windows Runtime 

API from Windows 8 combined with Phone specific additions. The second is the [Phone only] Windows Phone 

Runtime API which addresses phone specific features such as speech and VoIP.  

... 

The new WP8 Map Control provides the following features: 

 Nokia Mapping Data: over 100 countries 

 Offline Maps – Allows users to download maps, MapDownloaderTask exposes download and update to 

developers 

 Map Control – smooth interactions, lag-less overlays, rotation, pitch 

 Route Display – easy to route calculated via Map Services 

... 

WP7.5 introduced multitasking but it was limited as it left out support for apps using Location and VOIP features. 

This absence has now been corrected with WP8, but there are a few constraints: 

 XAML apps only 

 A single location Tracking app can run in the background 

 Apps runs with limited access to resources 

To preserve the quality the of the user experience, background apps are limited to 10% of the CPU usage, and they 

cannot access the camera or microphone (for security/privacy reasons). 

...  

From:  Frequently Asked Questions: Maps on Windows Phone 8 [Nokia Conversations, Oct 

31, 2012] 

... 

What does it mean that the Nokia Location Platform is powering the Windows Phone 8 ecosystem? 

... 

Is Nokia Maps on all Windows Phone 8 smartphones? 

... 

Where is turn-by-turn navigation? 

... 

What’s new in Nokia Maps for Windows Phone 8? 

... 

What’s new in Nokia Transport for Windows Phone 8? 

... 

What is Nokia City Lens? 

... 
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Nokia City Lens version 1.2 update for Windows Phone 8 [NokNok.tv, Nov 6, 2012] 

Nokia City Lens, the augmented reality app that comes exclusively installed on the Nokia Lumai 920 and Nokia 

Lumia 820 has come in for a firmware update taking the app to Windows Phone 8 version 1.2. Read on to find out 

more. 

Nokia City Lens allows you to see the world around you in a completely different way. Simply hold up your Nokia 

Lumia smartphone as though you’re about to take a photo and Nokia City Lens overlays the best shops, restaurants 

and local attractions in your immediate area. 

Nokia City Lens for Windows Phone review 

What’s more, you can tap an icon and you’ll find all the relevant information you need, as well as be able to get in 

touch to make a booking or reservation. 

Nokia announced that a new version of Nokia City Lens would ship pre-installed on its Windows Phone 8 devices. 

We’ve just had a minor update reach us on our Nokia Lumia 820 taking the app to version 1.2.16.968.  

There is no changelog with the Nokia City Lens version 1.2 update, so it may just be a service update making it more 

robust. With Nokia continually offering new and unique apps, you won’t find Nokia City Lens on rival devices, for 

example, as well as updating them regularly there really is no one to touch Nokia in terms of build quality or 

features.  

If you’ve spotted something new with the app then please let us know by leaving a note in the Comments below.   

From: Windows Phone Runtime API [MSDN Library, Oct 26, 2012] 

This topic provides an overview of the Windows Phone Runtime API. 

This topic contains the following sections. 

 Understanding the Windows Phone Runtime API documentation 

 Windows Runtime API adopted from Windows 8  

 Phone additions to Windows Runtime API adopted from Windows 8  

 Phone-only Windows Phone Runtime API 

 Related Topics 

... 

From: Windows Phone API reference [MSDN Library, Oct 26, 2012] 

The Windows Phone SDK lets you build apps using a variety of languages and tools. You can build your app using 

XAML and your choice of managed language, which allows you to maintain your investments from existing apps. To 

provide greater flexibility and performance, Windows Phone 8 introduces the ability to use C++ within your XAML 

app and in games written using Direct3D. The Windows Phone API Reference node encompasses the complete set of 

API available on Windows Phone 8. The following diagram illustrates the set of APIs that make up the Windows 

Phone API. 
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... 

This topic contains the following sections. 

 .NET API for Windows Phone 

 Windows Phone Runtime API 

 Win32 and COM API for Windows Phone 

 Supported languages 

... 

Windows Phone Runtime API 

Windows Phone Runtime is a subset of native API 

that is built into the operating system. It is 

implemented in C++ and projected into C#, VB.NET, 

and C++, making it easy for you to consume 

naturally in the language of your choice. 

Developers that are familiar with the Windows 

Runtime will find the Windows Phone Runtime 

easy to learn. The frameworks are very similar. The 

following diagram shows the relationship between 

Windows Phone Runtime and Windows Runtime in 

terms of the API surface area it implements. 

The diagram has three distinct areas and these are 

described as follows: 

1. The set of Windows Runtime API not supported on Windows Phone 8. The API surface area of Windows 

Runtime is very large, with over 11,000 members. We’ve adopted a subset for Windows Phone 8 that allows 

you to build compelling phone scenarios. Area 1 in the diagram above represents the APIs that are not 

available on Windows Phone 8. 

2. The set of Windows Runtime API adopted for Windows Phone 8. This is represented by area 2 in the above 

diagram and consists of approximately 2,800 members. For some types, we have not implemented certain 
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members. For others we have added additional members to support phone-only features. In both cases, 

these differences are noted in the API reference documentation. 

3. We’ve added key APIs needed to build great apps for the phone. These are represented by area 3 in the 

diagram and total about 600 members. For example, we have brand-new APIs for speech synthesis and 

recognition, VOIP, and other features. Creating these as Windows Runtime style APIs means you can use 

them regardless of the programming language you use for your app. 

The Windows Phone Runtime API consists of areas 2 and 3 in the above diagram. For more information, 

see Windows Phone Runtime API. 

... 

Supported languages 

The following table shows what programming languages are supported in Windows Phone compared toWindows 8. 

Whether your development background is with native or managed code, you can build great apps for 

Windows Phone using your language of choice. JavaScript is not supported on Windows Phone 8.

 

From: Location for Windows Phone 8 [MSDN Library, Oct 26, 2012] 

With Windows Phone 8, you can create applications that utilize the phone’s physical location. Scenarios for location-

aware applications include checking the user into a web service using the user’s instantaneous location and tracking 

the user’s location as it changes over a period of time. The location data the phone provides comes from multiple 

sources including GPS, Wi-Fi, and cellular. There are two different sets of APIs that can be used to incorporate 

location data into your application. This topic will help you decide which location API is right for your application. 

The Windows Phone Runtime Location API 

... 

The .NET Location API 

...  

From: How to run location-tracking apps in the background for Windows Phone 8 [MSDN 

Library, Oct 26, 2012] 

This topic shows you how to create a location-tracking app that runs in the background. For information on apps that 

run in the background, including best practices and feature limitations, see Running location-tracking apps in the 

background for Windows Phone 8. 

... 
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10. Windows Phone 8: Performance & Optimization for Developers 

From: Optimizing for Tile-based rendering for Windows Phone 8 [MSDN Library, Oct 26, 

2012] 

Windows Phone 8 devices use GPUs that leverage a tile-based rendering approach. This rendering approach strives 

to improve GPU performance and reduce power consumption by leveraging an internal tile cache for memory 

intensive rendering operations, avoiding many of the off chip memory transactions that would otherwise be 

required. Conceptually, tile-based rendering involves partitioning a render target into tile cache sized pieces, i.e. 

tiles, and replaying the rendering commands directed at a render target multiple times, once for each tile. The driver 

for a tile-based GPU is smart about determining which vertices need to be rendered on a given tile, clipping triangles 

and line segments where necessary, using a “binning” process. However, optimizing for tiled rendering for 

application scenarios involving multiple or composite render targets is more challenging for the driver, primarily 

because it’s not necessarily apparent to the driver when an application has finished with a tile from the current 

render target. By default, when moving to a new render target tile, the driver will preserve tile contents, i.e. resolve 

the tile back to memory before loading the next tile, potentially incurring unnecessary memory overheads. 

The tile cache architecture of a tile-based GPU is highly optimized to undertake in-cache graphics memory 

transactions very efficiently. For example, alpha-blending is effectively free on tile based GPUs by design, whereas 

with a traditional GPU there would be additional overheads associated with the required read-modify-write 

transactions with external graphics memory. Similarly, multi-sample anti-aliasing (MSAA) render targets incur a 

greatly reduced overhead on tile based GPUs when compared to traditional GPUs, again due to the optimized tile 

cache architecture. 

Direct3D11 (D3D 11) includes APIs that enable applications to provide hints to the GPU driver that help the driver 

avoid unnecessary tile-related memory transactions. In the sections that follow, existing and new D3D 11.1 GPU 

hinting APIs are explained in the context of common application scenarios and tile based rendering. 

...  

From: How to identify and fix common performance issues using Windows Phone 

Application Analysis [MSDN Library, Oct 26, 2012] 

You can use the Windows Phone Application Analysis tool to identify performance issues with your app. After 

monitoring or profiling your app, you can highlight a section of interest on the timeline, such as an area with high 

CPU usage or a low frame rate, to display a detailed performance analysis of the selected section. Many of the 

performance warnings in the Application Analysis tool make the problem straightforward to investigate. For 

example, High CPU Usage for Operations Other Than Frame Drawing indicates that you need to take measures to 

unblock or unburden the UI thread so it can better handle frame drawing. However, the actions to be taken to 

investigate other warnings are less obvious. This topic describes how to use the Application Analysis tool to identify 

and fix some common performance issues. 

This topic contains the following sections. 

 Improve animation performance 

 Eliminate common unresponsive UI issues 

 Related Topics 

... 
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11. Windows Phone 8: Photo and Lens Apps  

From: Camera and photos for Windows Phone [MSDN Library, Oct 26, 2012] 

This section describes how your app can capture photos and video on Windows Phone. It also shows how your app 

can save photos to the media library and use extensibility to extend the camera and photos experience. 

This topic contains the following sections. 

 Using a Chooser 

 Using the camera directly 

 Creating a lens app 

 Saving photos to the media library 

 Saving photos to the local folder 

 Automatically uploading photos to a web service 

 Extending the photos experience 

... 

From: Photo extensibility for Windows Phone [MSDN Library, Oct 26, 2012] 

This topic describes how your app can extend the Windows Phone photos experience. Learn about how your app can 

appear in the Photos Hub and built-in photo viewer, and when launched, automatically open the same photo that 

the user was viewing. For info about how your app can integrate with Windows Phone as a Lens or auto-upload app, 

see Lenses for Windows Phone 8 and Auto-upload apps for Windows Phone 8. 

The goal of extensibility is to save users time and provide a convenient transition from the built-in photos experience 

to your photo app. For example, let’s say a user was viewing a photo with the built-in photo viewer and then wants 

to edit that photo with your app. Without extensibility, they would have to tap Start, open the App list, start your 

app, and then reselect the same photo. But with extensibility, they can simply swipe-up the app bar, tap edit, select 

your app, and the same photo can be opened in your app without any selection required on the user’s part. 

If your app is a photo-related app, it can be launched from the Photos Hub or from the built-in photo viewer app. 

However, there are other requirements that you’ll want to consider so that your app can be certified for the 

Windows Phone Store. For more info, see Additional requirements for specific app types for Windows Phone. 

... 

This topic contains the following sections. 

 Photo extensibility quick reference 

 Photos Hub 

 Photo viewer 

 Related Topics 

... 

From: Lenses for Windows Phone 8 [MSDN Library, Oct 26, 2012] 

In Windows Phone 8, you can create a camera app called a lens. A lens opens from the built-in camera app and 

launches right into a viewfinder experience to help the user capture the moment. But not all lenses stop at capturing 

photos. Some lenses, called rich media lenses, provide a unique experience for viewing or editing photography. 

Other lenses use the camera as a gateway to a different experience. For example, a bar code reader lens might use 
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the camera to scan a bar code and then display related data from the local folder. For more info about lens design, 

seeLens design guidelines for Windows Phone. 

What all lenses have in common is that they use lens extensibility to launch directly from the lens picker into a 

viewfinder experience. Lenses also use 

theMicrosoft.Devices.PhotoCamera and/orWindows.Phone.Media.Capture.PhotoCaptureDevice APIs to 

programmatically access the camera sensor. For more info, see Lens extensibility for Windows Phone 

8 and Capturing photos for Windows Phone. 

This topic contains the following sections. 

 Introducing lenses 

 Rich media lenses 

 Consistent experience 

 Lens development overview 

 Related Topics 

... 

From: Basic Lens sample [MSDN Sample, Oct 26, 2012] 

... This sample is a development template that you can extend to create your own lens app. It demonstrates key 

points from the Lens design guidelines and provides a media viewer and customizable helper classes that control the 

camera. The helper classes use the advanced capture APIs, from the Windows.Phone.Media.Capture namespace, to 

provide optimal performance and a greater selection of camera settings. For more info, see Lenses for Windows 

Phone 8 andAdvanced photo capture. ...  

From: Creating better photos with Nokia Lenses [Nokia Coversations, Nov 5, 2012] 

... There are amazing software based capabilities we can build into Nokia phones as well. We started by 

releasing Camera Extrasfor Nokia Lumia 900. With the Lumia 820 and Lumia 920, we have taken the concept of 

Camera Extras to a whole new level. 

Digital camera lenses unlock new functionality 

Digital camera lenses, coming to the Nokia Lumia 820 and Lumia 920, are a new way of snapping and building 

outstanding images, right on your phone. By selecting a different camera lens from camera viewfinder, you can 

unleash your creativity.  Choosing from a range of camera lenses in the so-called lens picker, you can create 

panoramic photos as well as cinemagraphs and smart shots.  

Smart Shoot 

Using innovations from our own photography wizards, Smart Shoot lens allows you to do two key functions – change 

faces and remove unwanted objects. 

... 

Live in the moment with Cinemagraph 

You’ve likely seen animated photos on the Internet – a single photo that has motion and can show a sequence of 

photos in succession. Cinemagraph will allow Lumia owners to create a magical blend of photo and movie-like 

animation, creating photos that are alive with feeling through imagery. 

... 
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12. Windows Phone 8: Tiles, Lock Screen, and Notifications  

From: Tiles for Windows Phone [MSDN Library, Oct 26, 2012] 
A Tile is an image that represents your app on the Start screen. All apps have at least one Tile, known as 

the default Tile, which displays on the Start screen when a customer pins your app from the App list. 

Apps can also add support for one or more secondary Tiles—for example, let's say your app displays the current 

weather of a city on its Tile. By supporting secondary Tiles, your customer could choose to pin a Tile for each city 

that he or she chooses. 

 
This topic contains the following sections. 

 What you can do with Tiles 

 Tile templates 

 Tile sizes and resolutions 

 Designing your Tile 

 Tile properties 

 Windows Phone OS 7.1 Tiles 

 Enabling Windows Phone 8 Tiles in Windows Phone 

OS 7.1 apps 

 Creating and updating Tiles 

 Related Topics 

... 

From: The story behind the Windows Phone 8 

Start screen [Windows Phone Blog, Nov 2, 2012] 

... 

Before and after: The redesigned Start screen in Windows Phone 8 (right) features resizable Live Tiles and other 

improvements designed to make it even more personal, fun, and informative. 

The best home screen on any phone 

You’re probably already familiar with Windows Phone’s award-winning design and Start screen. If not, here’s the 

most important thing you need to know about how it’s different from everyone else: Windows Phone replaces the 

static, do-nothing icons found on competitors’ home screens with an innovation we call Live Tiles. Customizable and 

constantly refreshed, Live Tiles provide up-to-the-instant info and updates on whatever you most care about (or app 

developers make possible). 

... 

In Windows Phone 8, we wanted to shave away even more user interface “chrome” to make room for your content 

on Start. So you’ll notice the arrow that formerly pointed to the App list has been relocated, while the column of 
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space (or “gutter” in design speak) down the right side of the screen is also now gone. These changes created room 

for both more and bigger tiles, so you can see even more of what a loved one has to show or say. I also can’t wait to 

see what app developers do with this expanded canvas. 

... 

In Windows Phone 8, we’re introducing resizable Live Tiles, so you can not only position them anywhere you want, 

you can also make them bigger or smaller with a tap. Make your wife’s Live Tile large to see her face in gorgeous 

high-res; shrink your friends’ tiles to get more of them onto Start. By supporting as many as four tiles across, the 

range of fun and unique layouts in Windows Phone 8 is practically limitless. 

... 

From: Lock screen notifications for Windows Phone 8 [MSDN Library, Oct 26, 2012] 

The lock screen in Windows Phone OS 7.1 

contains a handful of notifications such as 

the number of new Outlook emails and text 

messages. In Windows Phone 8, app users 

can choose to customize this area with any 

eligible third-party apps they choose. You 

can design your app to be an app that the 

phone user can choose to customize the lock 

screen notifications area. 

The lock screen's app icon, count, and text 

are pulled directly from the app's primary 

Tile. The app's secondary Tile doesn’t affect 

this feature. Info appears on the lock screen 

only if the default Tile contains this info. For 

example, a count will appear on the lock 

screen only if the Tile displays it. 

To make your app eligible to be included in the notifications area, you 

simply need to declare the app's intent in the app manifest file and 

create an icon to use to represent your app. Then, you must go to the 

phone's Settings/lock screen page and add the app as a provider of lock 

screen notifications, as shown in the following image. 

This topic contains the following sections. 

 Creating a lock screen icon 

 Setting app manifest extensions for the lock screen 

 Linking the lock screen settings screen from within your app 

 Related Topics 
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 From: Lock screen for Windows Phone 8 [MSDN Library, Oct 26, 2012] 

Your app can become a provider for the background image of the phone, and also for the notifications area, which 

includes the app icon, app count, and app text. 

... 

Lock screen background 

... 

Lock screen notifications  

From: Q&A: The new Windows Phone 8 lock screen [Windows Phone Blog, Nov 2, 2012] 

The new Windows Phone 8 Start screen, with its new resizable Live Tiles, colors, and other improvements, has been 

getting lots of well-deserved attention since it’s debut. 

But Start’s sidekick—the lock screen—also received several 

juicy upgrades in the new release. 

The lock screen, in case you’re not familiar, is the first thing 

you see when you turn on the phone, and serves to both 

shield Start from prying eyes and supply key at-a-glance info: 

things like your next appointment, number of missed calls or 

unread emails, plus the current time and date. 

To get the scoop on what’s new, I turned to program 

manager Danielle Ellbogen, who walked me through some of 

the notable changes she and her team made and revealed 

her own favorite. 

Q: So let’s dive right in. How’s the lock screen different in 

Windows Phone 8? 

... 

Q: That’s cool. Is that all done in the phone settings? 

... 

Q: How have you taken advantage of this new power on your own lock screen? 

... 

Q: In Windows Phone 7.5 we added an option to show band or artist images when playing music—a fun touch 

that I don’t think many people are aware even exists. Anything new on this front in Windows Phone 8? 

... 

Q: A sharp-eyed blogger recently noticed that we addressed another customer request related to the music 

controls that show up on the lock screen when you’re listening to something. What’s that all about? 

... 

Q: The lock screen can also prevent the wrong people from getting into your phone, by requiring a four-digit PIN 

to get past it. I hear there’s a new security-related improvement in Windows Phone 8. 

... 

Q: Was the lock screen fun to work on? 

... 

Q: What’s in store for the future? Did you use up all your good ideas in Windows Phone 8? 

... 

Learn more about how the lock screen works in Windows Phone 8.  
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From: Windows Phone 8–Tiles and lock screen notification [.NET - Red zone, Nov 5, 2012] 

The new Windows Phone 8 comes with 3 types of live tiles, represented by the following classes: 

FlipTileData – this is the regular live tile that we are used to seeing in Windows Phone 7 

IconicTileData – similar to the FlipTile but follows more closely the Windows Phone design principles and 

displays an icon instead of an image 

CycleTileData – can cycle up to 9 images, similar to the Pictures 

live tile 

Live tiles now also come in three sizes: small, medium and large. You 

can control if your primary tile supports the large size in 

the WMAppManifest.xmlfile (see screenshot). 

Additional it is now possible for apps to display notifications on the 

lock screen. The information comes from the primary tile and you 

can enable this feature by editing theWMAppManifest.xml file. 

When this functionality is enabled, the user can select your app as 

notification app in the phone settings page. After this your primary 

tile notifications (the counter) will be shown at the lock screen with 

the referenced image inDeviceLockImageURI of 

your WMAppManifest.xml file. 

... 

From: Why Windows Phone 8 Doesn’t Need A Notification Center [Pocketnow, Nov 5, 

2012] 

... 

The main reason for a centralized “announcement hub” is plain, and goes to the very heart of the mobile phone’s 

purpose in life. As we’ve discussed before: 

[Smartphones] go everywhere we go for one fundamental reason: to deliver notifications to us. Notification of 

an incomingcall, or message, or nearby friend, or news story, or that it’s our turn in Words With Friends. Inbound 

alerts are at least 50% of a mobile device’s reason for existing. 

But we have lives. We’re not constantly glued to our smartphone screens every minute of the day. Missing some 

alerts is guaranteed. In fact, Microsoft went out of its way to remind us of this fact in its initial ad push for Windows 

Phone 7, which urged us to “get in, get out, and get back to life:” 

Despite this admonition, though, the platform launched without a unified center for missed alerts. That didn’t 

necessarily interfere with getting “in,” “out,” or “back to life,” but caused some slight difficulty in the whole “getting 

the message” part. Apps that didn’t support live tiles had but one chance to alert a user to a new occurrence. If the 

user missed the ding and the “toast” notification, s/he had no way of knowing a message was waiting. 

This year’s major overhaul, Windows Phone 8, was cloaked in much secrecy in the weeks leading up to its release, 

resulting in speculation that perhaps Microsoft had finally added a notification hub to the platform. Alas, as we 

discovered at the new version’s announcement, that wasn’t to be. Despite all the changes behind the scenes, 

Windows Phone’s UI remained essentially the same– notifications and all. And while that’s a serious issue, it’s not an 

issue for the reason everyone always cites. 
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I want to admit here that my opinion doesn’t align exactly with Microsoft’s. The company recently admitted that 

it ran out of time with respect to Windows Phone 8, and that a notification center of sorts was -and likely still is- part 

of the plan for the new version. 

So I’m not saying a notification center for Windows Phone is a bad idea, per se; I’m saying that considering the 

existence of live tiles, it’s superfluous. Sure, the company could easily build in a notifications pane that would adhere 

to the Modern UI design language -maybe off to the left of the homescreen, as in MeeGo- but why should it have to? 

In Windows Phone 8, as we note in our full review, live tiles play an even larger role in day-to-day usage of the 

device. The new “small” tile size, combined with the higher-resolution displays on WP8 phones, allows many more of 

them to be displayed on the screen at once. Users can even build an “alert sector” of their very own, in whatever 

shape they want, with the new tiles. 

 

Look at all those squares. Look at all the possibilities. 

Of course, it’s not an open-and-shut case. A huge problem with the “live tiles are all you need” argument is that not 

all apps offernotifications via tile. Sometimes that’s because the developer doesn’t enable the functionality, and 

sometimes because of restrictions on Microsoft’s side. These obstacles need to be overcome in order to lend 

credence to the claim that live tiles solve the notification problem completely. 

If that could happen, maybe alongside a middle-ground solution like stacking toast notifications on the lock screen, 

Windows Phone could enjoy the best of all worlds. It would preserve the importance of the live tiles as notifiers, 

while adding utility to a part of the user experience most agree is lacking. All this while maintaining the unique look 

and feel of Windows Phone 8, whose two-year-old skeuomorph-free interface still stands as a breath of fresh air to 

the alternatives. This is an OS that doesn’t need a new feature; it’s an OS that needs to make better use of the 

features it introduced years ago. 

From: What’s New in Windows Phone 8 (1 out of 8)–Tiles [Alex Golesh's Blog About 

Silverlight Development, Oct 30, 2012] 

One of the most noticeable feature of Windows Phone 8 is change of main screen with 3 different tile types:  
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...  

Each tile could be one out from 3 types available sizes – small, normal and wide. Also, each type could be form 3 

different types – Iconic, Flip and Cycle.  

All 3 sizes and all 3 types are available for 3rd party developers. Let’s see how to use this interesting feature in the 

application.  

...  

From: What’s New in Windows Phone 8 (2 out of 8)–Lock Screen  

[Alex Golesh's Blog About Silverlight Development, Oct 31, 2012] 

In Windows Phone 8 applications could provide 3 pieces of info on lock screen: 

application’s icon, count and text. On screenshot below my sample application provides 

icon, count and some text: 

If application selected by user, the lock screen could show app icon defined in app 

manifest, count and text pulled directly from the application's primary tile. The secondary 

tiles does not have an impact on lock screen. 

... 

13. Windows Phone 8: Using C++ in your Applications 

From: Porting Existing C++ Code to Windows 8/Windows Phone 8 [InfoQ, Oct 30, 2012] 

When moving a C++ application to Windows 8/Windows Phone 8 the first consideration is the user interface. Few, if 

any, applications have a user interface that is appropriate for the touch-centric UI that Windows 8 showcases. There 

are four options for the UI layer: 

 DirectX with C++ 

 XAML with C++ 

 XAML with .NET 

 HTML5 over Windows RT 

Since the UI needs to be rewritten rather than ported, coverage of these technologies it outside the scope of this 

report. 

... 

Tarek Madkour of Microsoft [Bringing existing C++ code to Windows Store apps, BUILD, Oct 30, 2012] recommends 

that developers porting existing libraries to use the Windows Application Certification Kit instead of the macro. To do 

this, create a new XAML based application and reference all of the libraries you want to port. You then need to run it 

once so that it is deployed on the computer. Next you run the Certification Kit against the application to generate a 

list of API calls that need to be replaced or removed. 

Another resource in this area is the Alternatives to Windows APIs in Windows Store apps list. 

Threading 

... 

Async 

... 

Exposing Libraries 

... 
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Building C++ Apps for Windows Phone 8 [Channel 9 discussion video, Oct 30, 2012] 

C++ and Windows Phone 8 Development – Ask questions about writing C++ components for Windows Phone 8 apps 

or writing DirectX apps for WP8 with Window Phone team members Peter Torr and Tim Laverty. 

How Visual Studio Improves C++ Performance [InfoQ, Oct 30, 2012] 

Today at Build Jim Radigan and Don McCrady gave a presentation [It’s all about performance: Using Visual C++ 2012 

to make the best use of your hardware, Build, Oct 31, 2012] that discussed how the improved Visual Studio 2012 

(VS2012) compiler can benefit developers programming in C++. Radigan began his talk, "Its all about performance: 

Using Visual C++ 2012 to Maximize Your Hardware", by giving a brief historical overview of the increases in computer 

power since the introduction of the original Pentium. 

That first Pentium had 3.1 million transistors while the current generation Ivy Bridge CPUs have 1.4 billion 

transistors. As McCrady would later note, C++ AMP allows developers to utilize everything with one single langauge-- 

both the CPU, and the GPU that is increasingly present on CPU dies (in addition to the GPUs present in discrete 

expansion cards.) 

While using code targeting C++ AMP can frequently provide the best performance versus generic code, Radigan 

continued by noting that the auto-vectorization and auto-parallelization optimizations present in VS2012 mean that 

in many cases recompiling existing C++ code can provide immediate benefits. As a result the optimizer present in 

VS2012 is double the size of previous versions. 

Developers can mark sections of their code where they would like to ensure the compiler reviews for speed-up. 

Using the following pragma: 

#pragma loop(hint_parallel(4)) 

… enables developers to provide a hint to the compiler that it is believed that the loop containing the pragma should 

be spread over multiple cores (in this snippet 4 cores). The compiler will still make a full anaylsis so that if the 

marked piece of code is not appropriately parallelizable the compiler will not implement any optimizations. 

The demonstration of a raytracer by Radigan exhibited a 16X performance increase simply by recompile the source 

under VS2012. Radigan emphasized that the improved compiler performance of VS2012 notwithstanding, there is no 

“magic bullet” available to automatically produce faster code. That said, the compiler team is contninously seeking 

to innovate as Windows 8, SQL Server, and Office are all C++ applications. 

Radigan indicated that while nothing is available right now, he would like to add native C# support to AMP. (At 

present C# developers can make use of AMP via P/Invoke.) Finally, the C++ AMP specification is an open standard, 

but there is currently not an implementation on Apple's platform (iOS or Mac OS X) but in theory it is possible for 

one to be made. 
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14. Windows Phone 8: Using the Speech API 

From: Speech for Windows Phone 8 [MSDN Library, Oct 26, 2012] 

In Windows Phone 8 users can interact with your app using speech. There are three speech components that you 

can integrate with your app: voice commands, speech recognition, and text-to-speech (TTS), as demonstrated in the 

following image: 

 
Voice commands  

... 

For more info, see Voice commands for Windows Phone 8. 

Speech recognition  

... 

For more info, see Speech recognition for Windows Phone 8. 

Text-to-speech (TTS)  

... 

For more info, see Text-to-speech (TTS) for Windows Phone. 

Speech design guidelines 

... 

Before beginning the development stage, browse the Speech design guidelines for Windows Phone topic for helpful 

tips on designing a useful, engaging speech-enabled app. 

From: What’s New in Windows Phone 8 (3 out of 8)–Voice Recognition [Alex Golesh's Blog 

About Silverlight Development, Nov 1 30, 2012] 

This post dedicated to additional interesting feature in Windows Phone 8 – voice recognition and speech 

synthesizing. 

Speech synthesizing 

Let’s start from speech synthesizing. The functionality localized in Windows.Phone.Speech.Synthesis namespace. 

Using classes in this namespace you can create text-to-speech (TTS) scenarios in your application. The functionality 

enables read some document identified by URI, string of text with SSML markup or plain text. My sample focuses on 

plain text scenario. 

... 

Speech Recognition 

Speech recognition support for applications based on defined list of voice commands and grammars. Also built-in 

grammar is available. Voice commands and user-defined grammars could be used to build in-app navigation, while 

built-in grammars could be used to build short message dictation or in-app/web search queries functionality. Voice 

commands file is an XML file which defines a list of commands application listens to.  

... 
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15. Windows Phone 8: Wallet and Deals for Developers 

From: Wallet for Windows Phone 8 [MSDN Library, Oct 26, 2012] 

Windows Phone 8 introduces the Wallet, which allows users to do the following: 

 Collect coupons, credit cards, memberships, loyalty cards, and more in one place. 

 Manage the payment instruments that they use in the app and music store. 

 Link items in the Wallet to apps on their phone. 

 Make contactless transactions, using Near-Field Communication (NFC), in some markets. 

As a developer, you can create apps that integrate with the Wallet. Using the functionality provided through 

the Wallet APIs, you can create, read, write, and delete Wallet items from your app. Through the Windows Phone 8 

Wallet experience, you can keep items up-to-date by using agents, and interact with the user through status 

messages and custom fields. In addition, Wallet items enable users to deep link in to your app so that you can 

provide a more meaningful in-app experience. 

... 

16. Windows Phone 8: App to App Communication 

From: Bluetooth for Windows Phone 8 [MSDN Library, Oct 26, 2012] 

... 

Bluetooth scenarios 

Windows Phone 8 supports two Bluetooth scenarios: app to app, and app to device. In each scenario 

a StreamSocket connection is established between the apps or devices. 

App to app 

In app-to-app communication, an app uses Bluetooth to discover another app that is advertising a service that the 

app wants to access. If the app finds another app within range that offers the service, the app initiates a connection 

request. When both apps accept the connection, a stream socket is opened between them, through which the apps 

communicate. 

App to device 

... 

From: Bluetooth app to app sample [MSDN sample, Oct 26, 2012] 

... 

The sample demonstrates the basics of app to app communication over Bluetooth on Windows Phone 8. The app is a 

simple chat app. When the app runs it looks for the app running on other phones in Bluetooth range. These are 

called peer apps. You can select a peer app from the list of discovered peers, establish a connection and start 

sending and receiving text messages between the apps. This sample shows you how to: 

 Detect if the Bluetooth radio is on or off. 

 Advertise your app for discovery by peer apps. 

 Find peer apps. 

 Request a connection or accept an incoming connection from a peer app. 

 Send and receive string data using an open socket. 

This sample uses the PeerFinder, StreamSocket, DataReader and DataWriter Windows Phone Runtime APIs. For 

more information on Bluetooth for Windows Phone 8, see Bluetooth for Windows Phone 8 

...  

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windowsphone/develop/jj207032(v=vs.105).aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windowsphone/develop/microsoft.phone.wallet.wallet(v=vs.105).aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windowsphone/develop/jj207007(v=vs.105).aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windowsphone/develop/windows.networking.sockets.streamsocket.aspx
http://code.msdn.microsoft.com/wpapps/Bluetooth-app-to-app-sample-890f8303


B. How to Leverage your Code across WP8 and Windows 8 

C. Designing awesome XAML apps in Visual Studio and Blend for Windows 8 

and Windows Phone 8 

From: Separate UI and app logic using the Model-View-ViewModel pattern [MSDN 

Library, Oct 26, 2012] 

The greatest potential to share code between your apps for Windows Phone 8 and Windows 8 is in your app logic. 

We recommend that you tailor the UI of your app for each platform so you can deliver the best possible user 

experience by aligning with the user experience guidelines for each platform. The design concepts and XAML 

controls supported in Windows Phone 8 and Windows 8 are similar, but sharing XAML is not where you should 

spend your investment. Instead, you’ll have much more success structuring your app logic to make it reusable. We 

recommend using the Model-View-ViewModel (MVVM) design pattern in your app. 

This topic contains the following sections. 

 Introduction to the Model-View-ViewModel (MVVM) pattern 

 What to share in an MVVM-based app 

 Related Topics 

... 

From: Maximize code reuse between Windows Phone 8 and Windows 8 [MSDN Library, 

Oct 26, 2012] 
In this section, we will help you make the right choices to maximize code reuse in your apps. As a developer, you 

want to streamline your development and make maintaining your apps as efficient as possible. By working smarter, 

you give yourself more time to develop more apps and fill the marketplace with your creations. When building an 

app for Windows Phone 8 and Windows 8, you should look for opportunities to share code, designs, and assets as 

much as possible so that you maximize the return on your investment. This section describes the sharing techniques 

that you can use when building you app for both platforms. 

Sharing techniques to maximize code reuse 

The following table shows some of the techniques you can use to share code between your Windows Phone 8 and 

Windows 8 apps. Each is described in detail in the topics to which they are linked. The table calls out whether a 

technique applies to managed code, C# or VB, or native (C++) code. You can choose any of these techniques, or a 

combination of them. 

Separate UI and app logic using the Model-View-ViewModel pattern ... 

Share functionality using Portable Class Libraries ... 

Share code with Add as Link ... 

Share using Windows Runtime Components ... 

Sharing XAML UI The UI in Windows Phone 8 and Windows 8 is written in XAML. However, the XAML 

implementations are not portable between the platforms. But you can isolate some of your custom basic UI building 

blocks into UserControls and share those classes as linked files that will be compiled for each platform. This 

technique is limited and should be used only for simple, reusable parts of your UI. The core of your UI should be built 

and tailored separately for each platform. 

Conditional compilation with preprocessor directives ... 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windowsphone/develop/jj721615(v=vs.105).aspx
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http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windowsphone/develop/jj721615(v=vs.105).aspx#seeAlsoToggle
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windowsphone/develop/jj681693(v=vs.105).aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windowsphone/develop/jj721615(v=vs.105).aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windowsphone/develop/jj714086(v=vs.105).aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windowsphone/develop/jj714082(v=vs.105).aspx
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http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windowsphone/develop/jj714084(v=vs.105).aspx


E. and F. Developing Mobile Solutions with Windows Azure 

BUILD 2012 – the week we discovered ‘kickassium’ [the Joy of Code blog by Josh Twist, 

Nov 4, 2012] 

[tl;dr – the code for my sessions is available further down in this post on my github] 

It’s been a very long week, but a very good one. Windows Azure Mobile Services got it’s first large 

piece of airtime at the BUILD conference and the reaction has been great. Here’s just a couple of my 

favorite quotes so far from the week: 

“Mobile Services is the best thing at BUILD, and there’s been a lot of cool stuff at BUILD” – Attendee in 

person 

“I'm tempted to use Windows Azure #mobileservices for the back end of everything from now on. 

Super super awesome stuff.#windowsazure” – Andy Cross 

“Starting #Azure #MobileServices with @joshtwist. I heard that in order to make it they had to locate 

the rare mineral Kickassium.#bldwin”- James Chambers 

Hackathon 

The BUILD team also hosted a hackathon and Mobile Services featured prominently. In fact two of the 

three winners of the hackathon was built on Mobile Services and you can watch the team talk about 

their experience in their live interview on Channel 9 (link to come when the content goes live). Again, 

some favorite quotes from the winning teams (some of which were mentored by the incredible Paul 

Batum): 

“I was watching the Mobile services talk on the live stream, and as I was watching it I started hooking 

it up. By the time he finished his talk, I got the backend for our app done” – Social Squares, winner 

“We got together on Monday and we did a lot of work – he did a service layer, I did a web service 

layer, we did bunch of stuff that would help [our app] to communicate, and then we went to Josh’s 

session… and we threw everything away and used Mobile Services. What took us roughly 2000 lines of 

code, we got for free with Mobile Services” – QBranch, winner 

Sessions 

I had three presentations at BUILD, including a demo at the beginning of the Windows Azure Keynote – 

check it out. Mobile Services is 10 minutes in: http://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2012/1-002  

I also had two breakout sessions and I’m pleased to announce that the code for these is now available 

(links below each session): 

Developing Mobile Solutions on Windows Azure Part I 

We take a Windows Phone 8 application that has no connectivity and uses no cloud services, to 

building out a whole connected scenario in 60 minutes. There’s a lot of live coding, risk and we even 

get (entirely by coincidence) James Chambers up on stage for some audience interaction that doesn’t 

quite go to plan! The code for this is up on github here(download zip). 

Also, be sure to checkout my colleagues Nick and Chris’ awesome session which follows on from 

this: Developing Mobile Solutions on Windows Azure Part II. 

Windows 8 Connectathon with Windows Azure Mobile Services 

In this session, I build a Windows 8 application starting from the Mobile Services quickstart, going into 

some detail on authentication, scripts and push notifications including managing channels. The code for 

is up on github here (download zip) and – due to popular demand I created a C# version of the 

Windows 8 client. The Windows Phone client was pretty easy – I’ll leave that as an exercise for the 

reader. 

http://www.thejoyofcode.com/BUILD_2012_ndash_the_week_we_discovered_lsquo_kickassium_rsquo_.aspx
http://www.thejoyofcode.com/Josh.aspx
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https://twitter.com/andybareweb
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https://twitter.com/search?q=%23MobileServices&src=hash
https://twitter.com/joshtwist
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23bldwin&src=hash
https://twitter.com/CanadianJames
http://twitter.com/paulbatum
http://twitter.com/paulbatum
http://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2012/1-002
http://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2012/3-057
https://github.com/joshtwist/Votabl
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http://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2012/3-129
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Channel 9 Live 

Paul and I were also interviewed by Scott Hanselman on Channel 9 Live – right after the keynote. We 

had a blast talking to Scott about Mobile Services and got to answer some questions coming in from 

the audience. 

One of the outcomes of the Channel 9 interview was we promised to setup a Mobile Services 

UserVoice. We never want to break a promise on Mobile Services so here you 

go: http://mobileservices.uservoice.com – so please log your requests and get voting! Don’t forget 

about our forums and always feel free to reach out to me on twitter @joshtwist. 

Creating a Windows Phone 8 App Using Windows Azure Mobile Services [MSDN blog, Nov 

1, 2012] 

Windows Azure Mobile Services now supports Windows Phone 8 apps, in addition to Windows Store and iOS apps. 

Support for Android apps is coming soon. You can find step by step instructions on how to create a Windows Phone 

8 app using the service from the tutorial. 

If you don’t have a Windows Azure account yet, you can sign up the 90-day free trial here. 

OData Client Tools for Windows Phone Apps [MSDN blog, Nov 1, 2012] 

OData Client Tools for Windows Phone 8 brings OData V3 support to the Windows Phone platform. This release 

enables you to consume OData V3 services in your Windows Phone application. More specifically, this exciting 

release extends the Add Service Reference experience with client-side OData support for developing Windows 

Phone 7 and Windows Phone 8 applications using Windows Phone SDK 8.0. The tooling adds references that are 

capable of consuming OData services up to v3. 

You can download the installer for OData Client Tools for Windows Phone 8 from the download center. This release 

is not included with Windows Phone SDK 8.0 and needs to be installed separately. 

OData Client Tools for Windows Phone 8 requires Windows Phone SDK 8.0 to be installed. In addition,Nuget Package 

Manager v2.1 is required enable Nuget support for Windows Phone 8 projects. 

New and Updated Windows Azure Services at a Glance [MSDN blog, Nov 1, 2012] 

Satya Nadella, president of Microsoft's Server & Tools Business, introduced several Windows Azure services 

(currently in Preview release) to thousands of developers during a keynote at Build 2012. 

 Windows Azure Mobile Services 

 Windows Azure Web Sites 

 Windows Azure Services for 

Windows Azure 2012 

 Windows Azure Store 

 Windows Azure Media Services 

 Windows Azure Active Directory 

 Windows Azure HDInsight Service 

 Windows Azure Data Sync 

Find out how these services may be 

used in your applications through 

demos by Josh Twist, senior program 

manager, Windows Azure, Scott 

http://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Ch9Live/Channel-9-Live-at-BUILD-2012/Azure-for-Mobile
http://mobileservices.uservoice.com/
http://social.msdn.microsoft.com/Forums/en-US/azuremobile/threads
http://twitter.com/joshtwist
http://blogs.msdn.com/b/zxue/archive/2012/11/01/creating-a-windows-phone-8-app-using-windows-azure-mobile-services.aspx
http://www.windowsazure.com/en-us/develop/mobile/tutorials/get-started-wp8/
http://aka.ms/zxazure90day
http://blogs.msdn.com/b/zxue/archive/2012/10/30/odata-client-tools-for-windows-phone-apps.aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=268126
http://visualstudiogallery.msdn.microsoft.com/27077b70-9dad-4c64-adcf-c7cf6bc9970c
http://visualstudiogallery.msdn.microsoft.com/27077b70-9dad-4c64-adcf-c7cf6bc9970c
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Hanselman, principal program manager, Scott Guthrie, corporate vice president,  Jason Zander, corporate vice 

president of development for the Windows Azure, and Dave Campbell, Microsoft Technical Fellow. 

From: Building out Mobile Services support to Windows Phone 8 [ Josh Twist on Windows 

Azure MSDN blog, Nov 1, 2012] 

At the //build conference yesterday we proudly announced Mobile Services support for Windows Phone 8 

which launched in San Francisco earlier this week. Windows Phone 8 joins Windows Store and iOS as the third 

supported platform and we have more in the pipeline, including Android.  

When we launched the Mobile Services project just over a year ago, we met with many developers building mobile 

apps. As we worked to understand their requirements, some core tenets of modern application building emerged: 

 Creating a seamless experience across devices, users, and social networks 

 Understanding the identity of users and developing truly engaging and personalized apps 

 Reaching out to users via push notifications, even when they’re not using your app to creating an even more 

engaging application experience 

If you’d like to watch my sessions from //build, you can see me walkthrough lighting up a Windows Phone 8 app 

[Developing Mobile Solutions with Windows Azure Part I], and a Windows 8 app session coming soon, with the 

power of Windows Azure Mobile Services. 

Connect your Windows Store and Windows Phone 8 app user experiences 

Windows Phone 8 applications can be developed in C# and XAML meaning developers can share the knowledge and 

skills to rapidly build applications for both platforms. 

Mobile Services contributes to this continuous experience across multiple platforms allowing you to access your 

authentication, structured data and server code in a single Mobile Service from all client platforms.  

Power Personalization 

In our October update, we added support for multiple identity providers that made authenticating users to your 

Mobile Service via Microsoft Account, Facebook, Twitter, and Google possible in a single line of code. 

... 

Push Notifications 

Push notifications are hugely important in modern applications and the Mobile Services team knew this was 

something we wanted to make incredible easy for developers to do. Thanks to Mobile Services’ server script 

functionality, sending a live tile is a single line of code for both Windows Store and Windows Phone 8 apps. 

... 

Help us take your app from idea to execution - even faster! 

...  

From: Get Started with Data in Windows Azure Mobile Services for Windows Phone 8 

[MSDN Sample, Oct 29, 2012] 

This Windows Phone sample application supports the Get started with data in Mobile Services tutorial in the 

Windows Azure developer center. This tutorial shows you how to use Windows Azure Mobile Services to leverage 

data in a Windows Store app. 

... 

Introduction 

http://blogs.msdn.com/b/windowsazure/archive/2012/11/01/building-out-mobile-services-support-to-windows-phone-8.aspx
http://twitter.com/joshtwist
http://blogs.msdn.com/b/windowsazure/
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http://code.msdn.microsoft.com/Get-Started-with-Data-in-5d10271f


This Windows Phone sample application supports the Get started with data in Mobile Services tutorial in the 

Windows Azure developer center. This tutorial shows you how to use Windows Azure Mobile Services to leverage 

data in a Windows Store app. The app in this Visual Studio 2012 for Window Store apps project initially stores 

inserted data in an in-memory collection. By following the tutorial, you replace the in-memory collection with Mobile 

Services for data storage and access. 

Note: This tutorial is intended to help you better understand how Mobile Services enables you to use Windows 

Azure to store and retrieve data from a Windows Store app. As such, this topic walks you through many of the steps 

that are completed for you in the Mobile Services quickstart. If this is your first experience with Mobile Services, 

consider first completing the tutorial Get started with Mobile Services. 

... 

For more information about Mobile Services and to find the other tutorials, see the Mobile Services developer 

center on WindowsAzure.com. 

Mobile Services: request new features, //build// demos, and a new poster [ Writing...Data 

Services MSDN Blog, Nov 2, 2012] 

 Some interesting things today for fans of Windows Azure Mobile Services, Microsoft’s cloud-based backend solution 

for mobile device apps… 

Mobile Services Feedback Site is Open 

I wanted to let you know that the Windows Azure Mobile Services team has opened up their feedback request site 

for you to provide feedback on and propose new ideas for new Mobile Services features. I’ve already added mine, go 

add yours! 

http://mobileservices.uservoice.com/forums/182281-feature-requests 

New Windows Azure Platform Poster 

Also, there is a cool new Window Azure platform poster that we made for the //build/ conference, which features 

Mobile Services prominently. 

 

Check it out: www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=35473 

I hope it shows up soon in Server Posterpedia app. 

Checkout Josh’s Demo at //build/ 

I watched Satya (President of MS Server and Tools) give his keynote this past Wednesday morning at the //build/ 

conference. The first thing that he talked about was Mobile Services—featuring a smokin’ hot demo by Josh Twist. 

Satya also called Mobile Services his “favorite” Azure service. 

http://www.windowsazure.com/en-us/develop/mobile/tutorials/get-started-with-data-wp8/
http://www.windowsazure.com/en-us/develop/mobile/tutorials/get-started-with-data-wp8/
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In this demo, Josh creates a new mobile service and a new Windows Store app, hooks-up push notifications, 

integrates the app with SkyDrive, and triggers a notification from a second Windows Phone 8 app, all in about 5 min. 

You have to check it out. 

http://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2012/1-002 

I’ve seen a bunch of these demos from Josh, and they are getting better every time. Great job Josh (his demo starts 

about 11min into Satya’s talk). 

Here are two other talks on Mobile Services given at //BUILD/: 

 Developing Mobile Solutions with Windows Azure Part I 

 Developing Mobile Solutions with Windows Azure Part II 

Cheers, 

Glenn Gailey 

Windows Phone 8 is Finally Here! [ Writing...Data Services MSDN Blog, Nov 2, 2012] 

his is a great day for Microsoft’s Windows Phone platform, with the official launch of Windows Phone 8 along with 

the following Windows Phone 8-related clients and toolkits: 

 Windows Phone 8 SDK 

 Mobile Services SDK for Windows Phone 8 

 Windows Phone Toolkit for Windows Phone 8 

 OData Client Library for Windows Phone 8 

Windows Phone SDK 8.0 

Yesterday morning we announced the release of the Windows Phone SDK 8.0. I only got hold of this new SDK about 

a week ago, so I haven’t had much time to play around with it, but here’s what’s in it: 

 Visual Studio Express 2012 for Windows Phone 

 Windows Phone emulator(s)† 

 Expression blend for Windows Phone 

 Team Explorer 

† One reason that it took me so long to start using Windows Phone SDK 8.0 (aside from the difficulty of even getting 

access to it inside of Microsoft) was the stringent platform requirement of “a machine running Windows 8 

with SLAT enabled.” This meant that I had to wait to upgrade my x64 Lenovo W520 laptop to Windows 8 before I 

could start working with Windows Phone 8 apps. This is because the emulator runs in a VM. It seems much faster 

and more stabile than the old 7.1 version, but its virtual networking adapters do confuse my laptop from time to 

time. 

The first thing that I noticed was support for doing much cooler things with live tiles that was even possible in 7.1, 

including providing different tile sizes in the app that customers can set and new kinds of notifications. For more 

information about what’s new, see the post Introducing Windows Phone SDK 8.0. 

Windows Phone Toolkit for Windows Phone 8 

This critical toolkit has always been chock full of useful controls (I’ve used it quite a bit in my apps), and it’s now 

updated to support Windows Phone 8 development and the new SDK. You can get the toolkit from NuGet. 

Documentation and sources are published on CodePlex at http://phone.codeplex.com. 
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OData Client Library for Windows Phone 8 

Microsoft had already released OData v3 client support for both .NET Framework and Windows Store apps, but 

support for Windows Phone had been noticeably missing from the suite of OData clients. Yesterday, we also 

unveiled the OData Client Tools for Windows Phone Apps. As is now usually the case for OData clients, this library 

isn’t included with the Windows Phone SDK 8.0, but you can easily downloaded it from here and install it with the 

Windows Phone SDK 8.0. 

Mobile Services SDK for Windows Phone 8 

The main reason that I needed to install the Windows Phone SDK 8.0 was to test the new support in Windows Azure 

Mobile Services. Since Microsoft is, of course, committed to supporting it’s Windows Phone platform, Mobile 

Services also released the Windows Phone 8 SDK, along with updates to the Management Portal for Windows Phone 

8. This is all tied to this week’s //BUILD conference, hosted by Microsoft, and the release of the Windows Phone SDK 

8.0. 

 

Mobile Services quickstart for Windows Phone 8 in the Windows Azure Management Portal 

If you’ve been using the Mobile Services SDK for Windows Store apps, the .NET Framework libraries in this SDK are 

nearly identical to the client library in the Windows Phone 8 SDK (with some behavioral exceptions). As such , 

anything that you could do with Mobile Services in a Windows Store app you can also do in a Windows Phone app. 

As such, we created Windows Phone 8 versions of the original Windows Store quickstarts: 

 Get started with Mobile Services 

 Get started with data 

 Get started with authentication 

 Get started with push notifications 

I’m definitely excited to (finally) be working on Windows Phone 8 apps and hope to be blogging more in the future 

about Mobile Services and Windows Phone. 

With so much great buzz around Windows Phone 8, now I just need AT&T to start selling them so I can go get mine. 

Cheers! Glenn Gailey  
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G. Deep Dive into the Kernel of .NET on Windows Phone 8 

From: Announcing the release of the .NET Framework for Windows Phone 8 [.NET 

Framework Blog, Oct 30, 2012] 

... 

Windows Phone 8 is built on a shared core with Windows 8. This stable, high-performance core has been used by 

hundreds of millions of end-users around the planet and is now the core of Windows Phone. CoreCLR is the core of 

the common language runtime (CLR) in the .NET Framework, which also delivers stability and high performance in 

.NET Framework apps to hundreds of millions of end-users around the planet. It made sense to include CoreCLR on 

top of the Windows Phone OS core to deliver this same promise for Windows Phone apps, so CoreCLR is now the 

core of Windows Phone apps. 

For this release, we updated the Windows Phone OS and app platform to take advantage of multicore processing 

and to improve battery life. Most new devices are now multicore and come with the expectation that the OS and the 

apps will be faster because of that technology. Both Windows Phone 8 and CoreCLR take advantage of multiple cores 

and use modern software technologies and patterns. Users always appreciate any way that we can improve battery 

life. Our new approach to code generation removes a whole category of battery use for Windows Phone apps. 

Together, the new Windows Phone OS core and CoreCLR deliver lean and parallel experiences to end-users. 

... 

Apps get (much) faster with Windows Phone 8 

We’ve made many changes to the .NET Framework libraries and runtime in Windows Phone 8, including the 

introduction of the new async model. We also made substantial changes to the .NET Framework engine and to our 

ARM compiler. As a result, we’ve observed major performance improvements both in the lab and with actual 

Windows Phone Store apps. On average hardware, we have seen apps start up twice as fast as on Windows Phone 

7.1 devices. End-users will notice and really appreciate the speed of your apps. We hope your apps see similar gains. 

Async 

The most important recent advance in the .NET Framework is the new async programming model, introduced by C# 

5, Visual Basic 11 in .NET 4.5. We’ve enabled the task-based async model on Windows Phone 8, with changes to both 

the CoreCLR and the .NET Framework libraries. This change is particularly relevant since Windows Phone 8 will run 

on multicore hardware. You can take advantage of these improvements by using the new async and await language 

keywords or by also using the popular Task Parallel Library. As a result, it is now much easier to provide a highly 

responsive UI experience for your users by leveraging both the async model and the multiple cores on end-user 

devices. 

... 

CoreCLR engine and garbage collector 

Windows Phone 8 includes the CoreCLR engine instead of the .NET Compact Framework. The CoreCLR includes many 

of the same features and optimizations as the CLR in the .NET Framework 4.5. As a result, it is a lot faster and more 

efficient than the .NET Compact Framework. In particular, the CoreCLR includes our world-class auto-tuning garbage 

collector. These changes result in reduced startup time and higher responsiveness in your apps. 

Much faster code with “Compiler in the Cloud” 

http://blogs.msdn.com/b/dotnet/archive/2012/10/30/announcing-the-release-of-the-net-framework-for-windows-phone-8.aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/vstudio/hh191443.aspx


For Windows Phone 8, we adopted a new code generation approach that is much better suited to the phone, both to 

deliver higher performance and to save battery life. Windows Phone 8 apps are compiled to high-quality ARM code 

before they are downloaded and deployed on end-user devices. They are compiled in the Windows Phone Store, 

with an optimizing compiler that does not have to satisfy the time and power constraints of a just-in-time (JIT) 

compiler. As a result, end-users will enjoy very fast app launch times on Windows Phone 8. 

These changes are specific to Windows Phone 8, but they also improve launch times for Windows Phone 7.x apps. 

Both Windows Phone 7.x and 8 apps can be pre-compiled to high quality ARM code in the Windows Phone Store, 

before being downloaded and installed on Windows Phone 8 devices. You and your customers get the benefits of 

pre-compilation, without requiring you to make changes to your app. You can test out the pre-compiled binaries on 

your own Windows Phone 8 devices using Visual Studio 2012. 

While these changes provide significant performance improvements for end-users, they also help battery life. In 

Windows Phone 7.x, app code was compiled every time the app was launched, and the CPU was used to compile 

that code, requiring battery power. With the new code generation approach in Windows Phone 8, apps are compiled 

in the Windows Phone Store with AC power generated from the Columbia River in Washington. That’s a better 

battery to use than yours! As you can see, we’ve removed an entire category of battery use on end-user devices. 

Windows Phone 7.1 apps run on Windows Phone 8 

Windows Phone 8 is designed to run existing Windows Phone apps unchanged. We’ve put in significant effort into 

maintaining application compatibility to ensure that your Windows Phone 7.1 app continues to run on the new 

Windows Phone 8 devices. It is recommended that you test your 7.1 app using the Windows Phone 8 device or 

emulator to ensure that you are getting a compatible experience. 

In advance of new Windows Phone 8 devices coming to market, you may want to consider upgrading your existing 

Windows Phone 7.1 app to Windows Phone 8 to leverage new updates to the platform. The Windows Phone SDK 8.0 

makes it easy to upgrade projects in Visual Studio 2012. Keep in mind that when you upgrade your existing Windows 

Phone 7.xapp to Windows Phone 8, you may see changes in API behavior (serialization and isolated storage are the 

major categories in .NET to watch for) when the upgraded app is run on the Windows Phone 8 device or emulator. 

You can read more about compatibility on the Windows Phone app platform compatibility MSDN page. 

Writing Windows Phone 8 apps 

Windows Phone 8 provides major new improvements for developers. I have already talked about the adoption of C# 

5 and Visual Basic 11, particularly around async, which you can use in Windows Phone 8 apps. Another major 

improvement is Windows Runtime interop. You can call Windows Runtime APIs in your code to get access to new 

native OS APIs and third-party native APIs. 

I expect that many of you are building both Windows Phone 8 apps and Windows Store apps. In many cases, you will 

be building versions of those apps that differ only slightly between the Windows Phone and the various Windows 8 

form factors. You should find that you can share a significant degree of your app logic between these platforms. 

Windows Phone Runtime interop 

Windows Phone 8 exposes a new type of native API through the Windows Phone Runtime [WinPRT], much like the 

Windows Runtime [WinRT] in Windows 8, if you are familiar with that new API technology. Many new APIs exposed 

in Windows Phone 8, like the Windows Phone Runtime Location API, are exposed by the Windows Phone Runtime. 

The CoreCLR engine has been updated to enable you to call Windows Phone Runtime APIs in your apps. In addition, 

native code developers can expose Windows Phone Runtime APIs, making their native code functionality available to 

.NET Framework developers. You will notice that you can call Windows Phone Runtime APIs just as naturally as you 

would call any managed APIs. 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-US/library/windowsphone/develop/ff431800(v=vs.105).aspx


The Windows Phone Runtime enables you to call native APIs in both the Windows Phone SDK and as exposed by 

third parties. In Windows Phone 8, you cannot expose .NET Framework code via the Windows Phone Runtime. 

... 

Additionally, you can call native code from within a managed app, as long as the native code is packaged and 

exposed to callers as a Windows Runtime type. We expect that several third-party native gaming engines will be 

leveraged this way. Note that we do not enable you to create Windows Runtime APIs using C# or Visual Basic in this 

release of Windows Phone. 

Security model 

We've simplified the way .NET Framework security works on Windows Phone 8. For those of you who've used .NET 

Framework Security Transparency Annotations in the past, you'll know that it takes a bit of work to correctly 

annotate assemblies, types, and methods. On Windows Phone 8, security is being enforced at the OS level and not 

by the managed runtime. This means that for apps authored for Windows Phone 8, you don't need to use security 

attributes in your code if you don't want to. For instance, you can call Windows Phone Runtime APIs without needing 

to annotate the method that's making this call as SecurityCritical. If, however, you have code that is shared between 

Windows Phone and other target .NET Framework platforms such as Desktop Windows or Silverlight, and you do use 

security annotations, the .NET security model will enforce those. 

Debugging Windows Phone 8 apps 

I talked earlier about the new code generation strategy. Your app is pre-compiled to high-quality ARM code in the 

Windows Phone 8 Store. You will want the opportunity to see and test the same experience that your customers will 

see. Using Visual Studio 2012, you can deploy your application to a Windows Phone 8 device by using the Start 

Without Debugging option (Ctrl+F5) in the Debug menu, as shown in the screen illustration below. When you select 

that option, application binaries will be pre-compiled to ARM code and deployed to your device. Your app is also pre-

compiled and deployed when you choose the Start Performance Analysis option (Alt+F2) in the Debug menu. In 

both cases, you will see the same experience as your customers. 

... 

Sharing code with Windows Store apps 

We recognize that many of you have a C# XAML Windows Store app or plan to write one soon, and it may well be 

similar in form and function to the companion Windows Phone 8 app. To enable you to share code across the two 

apps, you can use a feature we announced a little while ago – Portable Class Libraries. Visual Studio 2012 

Professional and Ultimate SKUs have built-in support for creating Portable Class Libraries. If you have not explored 

using Portable Class Libraries before, the Targeting Multiple Platforms with Portable Code blog post has a good 

overview. You can read more about how to architect your code and leverage Portable Class Libraries in the MSDN 

Magazine article titled Create a Continuous Client Using Portable Class Libraries. 

...  

 

  

http://blogs.msdn.com/b/dotnet/archive/2012/07/06/targeting-multiple-platforms-with-portable-code-overview.aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/magazine/hh852593.aspx


HIGHLY RECOMMENDED Mani Ramaswamy and Peter Sollich: Inside Compiler in the 

Cloud and MDIL [Channel 9 video, Nov 6, 2012] 

By now you've learned that the CLR, Windows Phone Client, and Windows Phone Services teams got 

together to develop "Compiler in the Cloud". All Windows Phone 8 apps written in .NET technologies will get the 

benefit of this collaboration. The end goal? Really fast startup of Windows Phone 8 .NET apps. 

"Compiler in the Cloud?", you ask.  

 

The idea is pretty simple. First, enter MDIL or Machine Dependent Intermediate Language or .NET hybrid assembly 

language. MDIL is all about compiling to native assembly instructions whenever possible, and compile the rest to 

pseudo instructions that can quickly be translated to native instructions on the phone. Thus, this assembly 

containing a mix of pseudo instructions and native instructions can be shipped to the device (and is portable across 

the same architecture - example, across all the ARM devices), and on the device we perform a light-weight linking 

step to convert the entire assembly to a native image. Most of the heavy lifting is done when we compile the IL 

assembly to the intermediate file between an IL assembly and a native image (this is what MDIL is).  

 

"So what?", you ask. The linking step on the device that converts MDIL assembly to a native image only takes 1/5th 

the time as traditional NGEN on device. Thus, we get some of the benefits of both pre-compilation (since we are 

executing off the native image where all instructions are assembly instructions) and JIT-compilation (no heavy 

compilation on the device during framework updates). 

 

Tune in to meet the program manager for code generation in .NET, Subramanian (Mani) Ramaswamy, and one of 

the lead developers of "Compiler in the Cloud", Peter Sollich. Peter is an expert in precompilation. We go quite deep 

here with plenty of whiteboarding. Peter teaches us exactly what MDIL is and why it's designed the way it is. We also 

talk about the higher level meaning in this (apps start fast, at native speed!). All around, it's a great Going Deep 

episode. Take the time to watch and learn. Thanks Mani and Peter!! 

See Subramanian's BUILD 2012 session [Deep Dive into the Kernel of .NET on Windows Phone 8] where he goes into 

detail on MDIL/Compiler in the Cloud and other performance/functionality improvement in .NET for Windows Phone 

8. 

 

H. Create Cross-platform Apps using Portable Class Libraries 

Share functionality using Portable Class Libraries [MSDN Library, Oct 26, 2012] 

This topic explains what a Portable Class Library is and how you can use it to share code between your apps for 

Windows Phone 8 and Windows 8. 

This topic contains the following sections. 

 What is a Portable Class Library? 

 How to use a Portable Class Library in your app for Windows Phone 8 and Windows 8 

 What to share in a Portable Class Library 

 Portable Class Libraries and MVVM 

 Related Topics 

 

  

http://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Going+Deep/Mani-Ramaswamy-and-Peter-Sollich-Inside-Compiler-in-the-Cloud-and-MDIL
http://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Going+Deep/Mani-Ramaswamy-and-Peter-Sollich-Inside-Compiler-in-the-Cloud-and-MDIL
http://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2012/3-005
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windowsphone/develop/jj714086(v=vs.105).aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windowsphone/develop/jj714086(v=vs.105).aspx#BKMK_WhatisaPortableClassLibrary
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windowsphone/develop/jj714086(v=vs.105).aspx#BKMK_HowtouseaPortableClassLibrarywhenbuildingyourappforWindowsPhone8andWindows8
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windowsphone/develop/jj714086(v=vs.105).aspx#BKMK_WhattoshareinaPortableClasslibrary
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windowsphone/develop/jj714086(v=vs.105).aspx#BKMK_PortableClassLibrariesandMVVM
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windowsphone/develop/jj714086(v=vs.105).aspx#seeAlsoToggle


What is a Portable Class Library? 

Portable Class Libraries have been available since .NET Framework 4. You can use them to create portable 

assemblies that can target multiple platforms, including Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows Phone, Silverlight, and 

Xbox 360, as demonstrated in the following image. Portable Class Libraries support a subset of .NET assemblies that 

target the platforms you choose. Visual Studio 2012 Pro and greater versions come with a project template that you 

can use to create Portable Class Libraries. This is a very good way to reduce time and cost by sharing functionality 

across the platforms you want to support. 

 

How to use a Portable Class Library in your app for Windows Phone 8 and Windows 8 

You can use Portable Class Libraries to share functionality between your apps for Windows Phone 8 and Windows 8. 

Note that the Express versions of Visual Studio 2012 don’t include a Portable Class Library project template. The 

template is available only in Visual Studio 2012 Pro or greater versions. The following diagram demonstrates how 

both apps share a Portable Class Library. To reference a Portable Class Library, in Solution Explorer, select your 

project, and then choose Add Reference. Point to either a binary of the Portable Class Library or to the Portable 

Class Library project. 

 

 



What to share in a Portable Class Library 

When you create your app for Windows Phone 8 and Windows 8, you should identify portable code. Place this code 

in a Portable Class Library and share the portable library between both apps. Portable code has the following 

characteristics: 

 Managed (C# or VB) code Portable Class Libraries is a .NET concept and supports managed code only. Because 

Windows Phone 8 and Windows 8 share the same .NET engine, a lot of the managed code you write, particularly 

app logic, has the potential to be portable. 

 Doesn’t use conditional compilation A Portable Class Library is compiled against a set of portable .NET 

assemblies for the platforms you want to target. If you’re building an app for Windows Phone 8 and Windows 8, 

this means a set of .NET assemblies that are portable on those platforms. A conditional compilation directive is 

intended to enable different code paths when the code is compiled for different platforms or configurations. 

This isn’t the purpose of Portable Class Libraries. If you need to implement functionality for Windows Phone 8 

and implement it differently for Windows 8, you can’t include both code paths in a Portable Class Library. 

Instead, you should abstract away the platform-dependent code and share only the portable, platform-

independent code. 

 Doesn’t use Windows Runtime APIs Windows Runtime APIs aren’t portable and can’t be used in a Portable Class 

Library. There is overlap in the Windows Runtime APIs that are supported on Windows Phone 8 and Windows 8. 

However, binary compatibility is not supported. Your code has to be compiled for each platform and therefore 

isn’t suitable for a Portable Class Library. Here too you should abstract the use of Windows Runtime APIs into 

classes or objects that aren’t shared in a Portable Class Library. 

 Doesn’t use UI constructs Although XAML for Windows Phone 8 and Windows 8 looks the same and for the 

most part UI controls have the same names, this code isn’t portable. Your UI code must be compiled for each 

platform and therefore isn’t a candidate for placement in a Portable Class Library. 

Portable Class Libraries and MVVM 

When you create your app for 

Windows Phone 8 and Windows 8 

using the Model-View-ViewModel 

(MVVM) pattern and using .NET 

APIs, you have the potential to 

share a lot of code in a Portable 

Class Library. Your ViewModel 

and Model can be designed to be 

portable and you should place 

these in a Portable Class Library. 

The views of your app, and the 

startup code, typically are 

platform-specific and should be 

implemented in your 

Windows Phone 8 and Windows 8 

app projects. This is illustrated in 

the following diagram. 

 

If your ViewModel needs to call platform-specific code, you should abstract that functionality into the platform-

independent interface and use the interface in the Portable Class Library. The interface can then be implemented in 



a platform-specific way in each app project. This is a very powerful code-sharing technique and allows binary sharing 

because the Portable Class Library is compiled once and then used in multiple platforms. 

See Also 

Other Resources 

Separate UI and app logic using the Model-View-ViewModel pattern 

Handling Windows Phone 8 and Windows 8 platform differences 

Cross-Platform Development with the .NET Framework 

Targeting Multiple Platforms with Portable Code: Overview 

Create a Continuous Client Using Portable Class Libraries 

Implementing the Model-View-ViewModel pattern in a Windows Phone app 

From the BUILD session itself: 

[00:37:28] 

 

This architecture is described in MSDN Magazine article by David Kean: 

From: Create a Continuous Client Using Portable Class Libraries [MSDN Magazine, March 

2012] 
I feel lucky to live in the days of continuously connected devices. I love that I’m able to reply to e-mail using my 

phone while riding the bus home. It’s amazing to be able to Skype with my family on the other side of the world and 

team up with like-minded gamers across the country on my Xbox. However, in this world of permanent Internet 

connectivity, there is, as Joshua Topolsky puts it, “a missing link in our computing experience” (engt.co/9GVeKl).  

This missing link refers to the lack of what Topolsky calls a continuous client; that is, a solution to the broken 

workflow that occurs today when you move from one device to another. As I switch among my PC, tablet and phone 

in a typical day, my current browsing session, documents, windows and application state should naturally flow to all 

of them. That way, I’d spend less time on context switching and more time on actual work and play. 

In this article, I’ll show you how to build a simple continuous client application that spans multiple devices and 

platforms. I’ll make use of the new Portable Class Libraries (PCLs) to ease the development of a cross-platform 

application, and the cloud—in particular Windows Azure AppFabric Service Bus—to handle the communication 

between the devices. 

... 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windowsphone/develop/jj721615(v=vs.105).aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windowsphone/develop/jj721614(v=vs.105).aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windowsphone/develop/gg597391(v=vs.105).aspx
http://blogs.msdn.com/b/dotnet/archive/2012/07/06/targeting-multiple-platforms-with-portable-code-overview.aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/magazine/hh852593.aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windowsphone/develop/gg521153(v=vs.105).aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/magazine/hh852593.aspx
http://engt.co/9GVeKl


 [00:39:40] 

With  this kind of architecture we can build a Windows and a Windows Phone app and we can connect to the cloud, 

and sink data between them. ... but in a lot of cases you want to target more platforms ... you also need an iOS and 

an Android version of your application. ... The pretty good solution to that is to use these tools from a company 

called Xamarin. ... These basically will let you run C# code ... platform specific user interface for these platforms ... 

 

 

[00:41:00] We will look at the demo of that: Twitter Search  

... 

[00:44:38] In review: what we learned 

How to create cross-platform apps that take 

full advantage of platform-specific features 

while maximizing code reuse for the rest of 

your app 

 Share code across platforms with Portable Class Libraries 
 Use the MVVM pattern to write cross-platform apps 
 Put models and view models in portable libraries 
 Create platform-specific views 
 Create portable abstractions for non-portable functionality 
 Implement the abstractions for each platform you target 
 Consider using a service locator or IoC container to hook up 

implementations 
 

... How much of a reduction actually is that? ... People generally report from 60% at the low end to 95% at the high-

end for the code that can be be shared between the platforms. ... Using these patterns you can definitely reduce the 

work ... 

... http://tinyurl.com/Build2012PCL  

 

http://tinyurl.com/Build2012PCL


//build/ 2012 – Create cross-platform apps with Portable Class Libraries 

Session page (Video coming soon) 

Slide deck for session 

Demo Code 

Disentanglement 

Android/iOS port of Disentanglement, courtesy of Kevin Knoop (video) 

PortableNotepad 

ContosoHelpdesk 

TwitterSearch 

Further Information 

Portable Class Library MSDN documentation 

List of APIs usable from Portable Class Libraries (and on what platforms) 

How to make Portable Class Libraries work for you 

Portable Class Library overview blog post 

Create a continuous client using portable libraries  

Portable Class Libraries on Channel 9 (lots of links in show notes)  

MvvmCross and Portable Class Libraries (also covers setting up a dev environment for PCL and MonoTouch/Mono for 

Androi) 

Portable Libraries 

MVVM 

MVVM Light Toolkit portable fork 

MvvmCross – MVVM library for Windows Phone, Windows Store, iOS, and Android 

IoC 

Autofac 

PortableIoC 

Ninject portable fork 

Microsoft.Composition (Lightweight MEF) 

Other 

Json.NET 

MetroLog 

UbiqRT – New project, goal is to provide cross-platform async APIs for file IO and networking 
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17. Windows Phone 8: Enterprise Development 

From: Company app distribution for Windows Phone 8 [MSDN Library, Oct 26, 2012] 

Windows Phone 8 enables companies to publish and distribute Windows Phone apps directly to their employees or 

other users, bypassing the Windows Phone Store. Users can install apps published by their company only after they 

enroll their phones for app distribution from their company, and only users that are enrolled for app distribution 

from the company can install the company apps. 

This topic provides details about company app distribution for companies that are not using a mobile device 

management (MDM) system (such as Windows Intune) to manage employee use of Windows Phones. Information 

about company app distribution for companies that use an MDM system will be provided in a future documentation 

update. 

For more information about all the aspects of using Windows Phone in your company, see Windows Phone for 

business. 

Company app distribution walkthrough 

... 

Registering on Windows Phone Dev Center and acquiring the enterprise certificate 

... 

Creating the application enrollment token (AET) 

... 

Developing the Company Hub 

... 

Preparing company apps for distribution  

... 

Enrolling users for company app distribution 

... 

Understanding company app enrollment 

... 

Best practices 

... 

See Also 

Other Resources 

How to generate an application enrollment token 

How to precompile managed assemblies and sign a company app 

Developing a Company Hub app 

Windows Phone for Business 
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